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SUBJECT: Letter of Transmittal

Honorable Martin R. Hoffman
Secretary of the Army
Washington, D. C. 20301

1. In response to your direction of May 28, 19'76, I am pleased to
submit this report entitled, "Multi-Purpose Force: The US Army Special
Forces--A Review of their Indochina Commitment and a Projection of
Future Tasks. "
2. While the initial purpose of the study was the evaluation of the Special

Forces experience in Southeast Asia, I believe the study has produced
considerably more and is a credible document.
3. As Commander, United states Army John F. Kennedy Center for
Military Assistance, I bear final responsibility for the study 1 s content.
Interpretations or conclusions should be understood to be solely mine
and should not be interpreted as representing the official policies of the
Department of the Army, the Department of Defense, or the United States
Government.

~~.Kw.,~
ROBERT C. KINGSTcll
Major General, USA
Commanding
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'1l1is stuJy idcnt i fi.cs altt"mat ivcs \d1ich coulJ reJuc~ or negate the
J1ccd for convcntioual force c01;naitmcJ1ts in response- to threats to our
11atio11al i11tcrcst~. It c'Tltphasi:cs the role of US An1y Special Forces
:mJ i1ow its capabilities rro\'iJc flexible, cxisting ncans to respond to
contemporary cont ingcnc ics. '111c US political a.llJ r.1i litary c:;q)cricncc
uuri11g 19S4-1973 is revicwcJ h'ith emphasis nn lJS Anny Spcdal Forces
u.11,lo)11lL'llt.
fi,clu~l!..'1.1 is :iot only an analysis of those tasks pcrCo11»1ed.
bt1t alsu titosc Khich Spcci al Forces could have proJuct ivc l y lUlLk'ftitkcll.
1he conJjtious :u;J restraints affecting these tasks ;u1d their applicability
in future cxigc1~cics arc asscsscJ. l'n1ilc this stu<ly portrays that the
capabilities rcquirc<l to r.1cct the 1ayriaJ requirements of the international
1.1ilieu arc (;.Urrently possessed by uS A1Hy Sµccial Forces, it also Jelincatcs
rccor:une111.lations whici1, if ir11plementeJ, would greatly increase its effectiveness. Research was limi tcJ to assets available ld thin the Department of
defense ::mJ unclassified sources.
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-fffl1- EXEOJfIVE SlJM\1ARY (U)
(U) The US Anny Jolm F. Kennedy Center for Military Assistance was directed
to conduct a study to delineate the capabilities of the US Anny Special
Forces by analyzing the Special Forces experience in Indochina together with
an assessment of the a.irrent stability of Southeast Asia. These assessments
were-undertaken to demonstrate that Special Forces is a JID.llti-purpose force
which offers a viable military response option to the National Camnand
Authority.

(U) As a result of the Vietnam experience, the slogan "No More Vietnams"
reflects the widespread feeling and public attitude that no US canmitment
abroad is worth the cost of anncd intervention. Unfortunately, this
attitude is often carried beyond direct intervention with US canbat. forces
and includes such circumscribed fonns of involvement as the provision of
military training and advice to foreign governments.
(U) A a.irsory review of the world situation illustrates that the potent.ia1
for trouble in various regions renders dubious any fiITIL prediction that the
United States would not project US military power into a situation that. .ts
perceived as seriously threatening t.o .American interests. The military
power projected, however, JID.lSt be that which offers the least. risk, greatest'
responsiveness, highest cost effectiveness and best opportt.mity fur success
'While being acceptable to the US public.

(U) The increase of transnational terrorism, -which transcends international boundries, and its potential for serious or catastrophic
consequences is of significant concern to the United Stat.es. Terrorists
are engaged in the assassination of goverrnnental decision makers,
sabotaging critical public and military facilities, skyjacking, kidnapping
diplomats, and occupying embassies while holding the diplanatic personnel
legation for ransom. Of rising concern is the possibility of nuclear blacl<mail Where millions of individuals could become hostage as a result of
terrorist acquisition of a nuclear weapon by theft or other illegal means.
Although no one nation can feel perfectly safe from terrorist acts,
western industrialized nations are the most popular targets of attacks.
The United States alone has witnessed its citizens fall victim in over
30 percent of all terrorist actions since 1968. Traditional international
law requires a government to seek to prevent its subjects or other residents
within its sovereignty from cCllllllitting acts injurious to other nations
and to take sanctions against than for doing so. Sovereign nations, however~
often provide facilities an<l are sympathetic to the objectives of the
terrorists, yet deny responsibility for specific viclent acts that are
conmitted. Failure of a sovereign nation to effectively deal with such
actions oca.irring on its soil requires other nations to act unilaterally to
protect national interests and the lives of its citizens which the Israeli
raid into Uganda vividly demonstrates.
(U) 11lere is potential for insurgent conflict in many of the less
developed countries of Southeast Asia, southern Africa and Latin .America

TOP SECRET
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because socio-econom~c and politiCal problems such as racism, over
population and poverty, and minority or autocratic rule provide issues that
can be exploited by nationalist or Conmn.lnist groups against established
governments. In Malaysia, there is a Camm.mist insurgency that is directed
to'Ward establishment of a Camnunist state that would include Singapore.
Although Malaysia in itself may not be vital to US interests in.Southeast
Asia, the fact that it, along with Indonesia and Singapore, are astride
strategic international lines of comrrnmication in the Paci£ic, may
become vital l.lllder certain cirOllllStances. In southern Africa, insurgent
warfare will in all probability increase in force and intensity. As
military operations in Angola have decreased, the situation in Rhodesia has
intensified. United States intellllediary assistance is focused primarily on
fostering black majority rule in order to divert a race war threatened by the
leaders of neighboring black African states. Indications are that despite
peace attempts, significant racial issues remain. Foreign powers have
found it expedient to intervene in African affairs which has reSl.ll. ted. in
substantial expansion of Soviet-Cuban influence in the region~
directly affects US interests.
(U) Terrorism, revolution and insurgency are likely to remain frequent
fonns of military challenge to US interests during the foreseeable fun.ire.
It is clear that the National Qmnand Authority when confronted with a
situation requir.ing response, is likely either to abstain at high cost
or to camnit power both excessive and ineffective if it has failed during
periods of DJn-hostilities to perserve a less costly, less risky, and less
visible option by ignoring or disregarding the institutional and individual
capabilities that have emerged from more than two decades of .American
experience in revolutionary conflict
(U) Since Vietnam, the United States Army has recognized the requirement
for an unconventional warfare capability and has retained Special Forces
in the force strutrure. This DRJlti-purpose force, though a small segment
of the US Army, is the major element of the US military' s unconventional
warfare capability and represents a responsive and flexible instn.unent of
national power with a p::>tential for employment in situations ranging from
hurnantarian assistance to general war.
(U) Al though retained, there is a pervasive lack
and support of lillConventional warfare and Special
response option. Based on research conducted for
rnind is nearly identical to that which existed in
United States became involved in Indochina in the

of understanding, jnterest
Forces as a valid national
the study, this state-cfthe mid-1950's when the
struggle against Ccmnunisrn.

(U) The period 1954-1965 was a critical period in the history of Indochina.
It was during this period that the Ccmnunist insurgency developed in South
Vietnam to the p::>int that required the escalation of US involvanent from a
small ~1ilitary Advisory Group, through various levels of advice and assistance,
to large scale deployment and intervention with conventional forces.
(U) Most authorities agree that United States policy during the early stages
reflected a lack of knowledge about revolutionary warfare and realization

UNCLASSI Fl ED
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that an .integratl'd. pacification (or counterinsurgency) plan directed toward
elimination of existing se<;io-political and e<:;.onomic ills as well as
destroying the armed insurgents is required in order to defeat an insurgency.
An interdepartmental organization was not initially established in South
Vietnam for the purpose of coordination and administration of develo]'.lllent and
pacification plans.* As a result, short-range strategies in South Vietnam
were often inconsistent with long-range objectives in Washington and were
cowiterproductive \Yi"len compared to the more consistent objectiv·esand
strategics of North Vietnam. Political contraints generated at national level,
such as respecting national bowidaries, resulted in provision of sanctuaries
to the enemy that afforded North Vietnam numerous opportunities to greatly
moderate the adverse effects of war. On the other hand, changes in national
objectives were not always accompanied by corresponding changes in
strategy. As a consequence. operations and actions directed at the
insurgency in the field, away from Washington and headquarters in
Saigon, were often uncoordinated, fragmented and duplicative. An additional
major deficiency, manifested by conventional institutional menory, was
the concentration of military efforts toward the organization and-training
of South Vietnam's armed forces in the image of US forces and orien'ted
toward stopping an invasion from the north, rather than along more unconventional lines aimed at defeating the armed insurgency in the South. The
State Department was also guilty of mirror-imagery. Its concept of institution-building based upon the American democratic form proved hard to
apply to the conditions of South Vietnam.
(U) Special Forces capabilities are generally perceived by many to be
limited to the conduct of guerrilla warfare in support of conventional
forces. This misconception leads to undue concentration on the classic
aspects of wiconventional warfare, i.e., guerrilla warfare in support of
conventional forces in the image of World War II, and has all but
eliminated unconventional warfare forces from consideration for employment
in the limited war scenario which should not be the case.
(U) 1'bt only is Special Forces organized, trained and equipped to
conduct unconventional warfare, but it can provide direct assistance to
a nation's internal defense effort in the face of an insurgency. This
assjstance can vary from the provision of advice to military tmits to
controlling them by control of critical assets or encadrement. Foreign
internal defense missions appropriate to Special Forces include: provision
of capability to rapidly train reserves, replacements or paramilitary
personnel in a nation undergoing mobilization; training military and
paramilitary units in inten1al defense fields such as population denial,
cmmterguerri lla operations, border and rear area security operations;
training host country Special Forces units in internal defense, guerrilla
warfare and special operations; awl, reconstituting and retraining defeated

*By the time that CORDS \,·as established for this purpose in 1967, the

cnany was well entrenched in South Vietnam.
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The· Indochina experience is replete with examples
that validate the responsiveness and effectiveness of Special Forces in
unconventional warfare, in a counterinsurgency role, and as special
operations forces.

or Jisorganizc..\.l w1its.

--te)Special Forces was conunitted to Laos in July 1959, initially providing mobile training teams to conduct basic training of the Laotian
Army. It expanded further and provided field training teams to each
battalion of the Laotian Anny. The assignment of Special Forces in a
training and advisory role with conventional anny units represented a
sharp deviation from their nonnal mission of organizing and training
guerrilla forces behind enemy lines in time of general war. It demonstrated that Special Forces is highly responsive and flexible, well
suited for counterinsurgency operations and ideally suited for conducting
unit training in remote areas. They provided detachments to train the
Meo (northern h~ghland tribesmen) and the Kha southern hi hland tribesmen in unconventional warfare.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(U) In response to :inunediate requirements for increased US assistance,
Special Forces began to deploy mobile training teams to Vietnam in June
1957 as augmentation to the MAAG to advise, organize and train the Vietnamese
Army. The initial training teams, deployed from Okinawa and the United
States, trained Vietnamese Special Forces and established and conducted
a Ranger training program .

.JSY Special Forces also become involved in the organization and training
of ethnic minority groups. TI1e Govermnent of Vietnam (GVN) lacked control
and close contact with the Montagnards in the central highlands which was
a natural buffer zone against the southward expansion of ~orth Vietnamese
Canmunism. By the end of 1961, the entire highlands were close to total
Viet Cong domination. As a result, the Village Self-Defense Program, later
called the Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG), h'as approved by the
government and instituted with advice and assistance provided by the US CIA.
The pTogram soon outgrew CIA capability, and responsibility for its conti:-:.lcd
operation passed to Special Forces in July 1962. During the 9-:·ear period of
the CllX~ program hhich eclipsed other programs in s i !C and scope, Special
rorces became involved in every conceivable aspect of muntcrL'1surgcncy -military, economic, ph;:chological and political. The Special Forces "A"
Dctadunent prov idcd 3.llV isory assistance at hamlet and vil lagC' .le\·el anJ
was the mechanism for combining grass-roots civic action, P~"YOP, and
intelligence operations oriented to population control with thi:' more
purclv military activities necessarv to counter the anncd (•uerrilla
threats. In this \,'ay, Special Forc~s teams provided the m~ans for
conducting m1 in:.Pgrated, self-contained counterinsurgency effort within

SECRET
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a given an<l limited area. This contrasted sharply to the uncoordinat0l1
effort that existed at the national level. The CIDG prognun generally
succeeded where it was concerned with mobilizing pararnilitaYy forces
for the purpose of population and area denial, so important to the
cowiterinsurgency effort. There is no doubt that sccuri ty was improved
and that the CIIXi program represented a significant economy of force
employment of US forces in Vietnam. At its high point, CIDG fey.ices
numbered nearly 50,000. The study shows that overall the United States
received a better return on the CIDG <loJlar than it di<l on any other
project. For example, the cost per day to maintain a US soldier in
Vietnam was nearly $13.00 while the similar cost for the CIDG soldier was
approximately $3.00. This remained tnie in spite of lat0r diversion of
the irregular forces to other purposes.
~Additional

missions were placed upon the CIDG forces in 1964 such
as border surveillance, operations against enemy war zones and interdiction of north-south interior infiltration routes. The trend toward
conventional use of irregular forces was inconsistent with the or:tginal
purpose of the CIDG program. After 1964, the political, economic, and
psychological aspects of the program were subordinated to purely military
considerations. When the CIDG forces were employed outside their hane
districts, combat effectiveness was generally less than desirable.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

This lesson was not applied in Vietnam. The CIDG program did not. develop
assets that were deci<lely committc<l to the Goverrnnent of South Vietnam. The
CIIXi forces and area development program which were establ ishc<l remained
effective until departure of Special Forces. When the detachnent moved
and the CIDG physical assets and trained personnel placed under the control
of Vietnamese pro\·ince chiefs, effectiveness rapidly deteriorate<l, thus
nullifying previous accomplishments.

SECRET
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~ Sp(._·cial Forces \.;a;::; also responsible for the. or~anJzation \)l, spec~:~l
ground recormaissance and intelligence W1its that were composed of both
ind:igc:ious and US personnel. The W1its were establ.ishe<l to acquire
intelligence on enemy order of battle, to identify clements of the enemy
infrastructure, and to develop intelligence pertaining to US prisoners of
war so that operations could be conducted to secure their releas~ ...... These
special intelligence units were credited with producing a significant portion
of ground combat intelligence acquired in Vietnam.
~

·me Studies and Observation Group, a subordinate organization
of M.\.CV ccmnonly referred to as MACSCC, was established iri 1964
to conduct unconventional warfare operations in Southeast Asia. During

(b)(1 )1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

J:J:&r

Psychological operations conducted
North Vietnam were
effective. On the other hand, althou h
idance directed the
formation of resistance networks,
(b)(1}1.4a
and teams for sabotage
and light harassment
North Vie nam, a emp s were not made to e.xploit
the resistance potential of the Maquis Ccmmandos originally trained by
the French, by conducting guerrilla warfare in North Vietnam.

m

,% Although singular programs were successful t:; there was an
W1Coor<linated UK effort in Vietnam which was dirccth related to the
:<;:;:;enc,: of a single ~cuth0rity for the control of lJ1,\ ~pcrations throughout
6c co:nbincd area of South Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and North Vietnam.
n·,c requirement for centralized command and control headquarters was
recognized from the begirming of Special Forces involvement there.
Al though plans \,·ere nade, and there were numerous opportunities to
c.onsoli...late ll\\' o.cth-itie:- under a single command, it never occurred.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6}
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

-f+

T::e decision to \.;i thdraw the 5th Special forces Group (:\irb9rne)
on 3 ~larch 1971 from Vietnam .,,;as premature. A review of the following
missions that required, or '"ere suited to, Special Forces would substantiate
this statement:
-~

border control system tL<>ing Vietnamese Ranger battalions was
implemented as a successor to the CIOC program in January 1971 and
CIDG forces were integrated into the Ranger battalions. As a rcsul t, a
3-rnan advisory <lctaciunent was required with each battalion. Seventeen
of 37 advisory detadunents were manned by Special Forces.

~t:\CSCX3,

although it cilanged nar.1es in :\pri 1 197 2, continued <>j;!e_'fations
until March 1973. lt was manned primarily h)' llS Anny pcrsorme•l, most
a 11 of whom were Special Forces.

At the time of Special Forces withdrawal, valid requirements still
existed for target acquisition and designation, training of regional
and popular forces, and other UW miss ions. These were the very
oissions which established the initial requirement for Special Forces
in Vietnam.
(U) Although the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) was officially withdra\,n on 3 March 1971, the task of training Cambodian Anny battalions
initiated in March 1970 remained and 423 Special Forces personnel extended
their tours to provide the nucleus for the successor training coITllla11d,
the US.-\."R.V Individual Training Group. following the North Vietnanese
"Easter Offensive" of 1972, the training group provided mobile training
tcai-;is to retrain the 3d ARV:i Infantry Division and the 20th Tank Regiment.
To r.iee-::. the dual mission requirements of training Cambodian :\m;· battalions
and pro,-iding mobile trafr,ing teams to the Vietnancse Anny, 100 Special
For...:es personnel from the 1st Special Forces Group (Airborne) oa Okinawa
werL' d.:ployed in July 1972 to augment the combined United Statcs-\'ietnamcsc
mobile aaining prograr::.

(U) Se:t\·,r.:eH )lard1 197D and .January 1973, 86 Cambodian battalion..<> and
nuneroc.:s other specialized personnel, in all a total of 84 ,LlOO cor.1bat
t rocps, ..:ere trained by the training group.
During the nine-month perj o<l
preceeding the January 1973 ceasefire, the mobile training teams retrained

40 percent of the Vietnamese ground maneuver battalions which included all
battalions an<l separ<J.te conpanies of the 9th, 21st, 22<l, and 23d A.RV:{
lr.far:.t~·- DiYisions and the Wth Tank Regiment; 75 percent of the Airhomc,
3d, 5th, and 25th Division battalions; and 14 Ranger battalions and 8
rccorwlaissance conpanies.
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a re~ul t of nperat iona I experience ·gained during periods of war
and non-i1ostilities, there must be a permanent tmconventional warfare
command established to employ and direct Special Forces, with intcnnediate
echelons of cormnand headquarters removed. The Son Tay prisoner of war
rescue operation illustrates the success achieved hy a joint task force
operating lillder direct control of the JCS.

...µ;+--:\_..;

~The Son Tay prisoner of 1\·ar rescue operation failed in its primary

mission: the rescue of US prisoners of war. But it demonstrated to North
Vietnam its vulnerability; precipitated the concentration of prisoners
into two prisons in Hanoi \•;hich enabled them to organize against their
captors, to commLu1icate, and to care for each other; facilitated planning
of air strikes against the \orth; and demonstrated the US concern and
resolve to free the Ph" s, results \-'hich in them.selves justified the mission.
1he extensive and detailed rehearsals conducted by the joint force provided
for every conceivable contingency. The most signi ficmt org:mizatkn:11
aspect of the Son Tay rescue operation was its co11un<md and control ;i:rr,.;u1gements. These arrangements not only permitted the necessary respons1v~ncss
to the National Command Authority, but also allowed the required operational
discretion by the mission commander. In addition they precluded unnecessary
interference by intennediate headquarters throughout the preparation and
execution phases.
~

The Son Tay raid further illuninates the Special Forces capability to
tmdertake special operations that require surgical precision for success.
Since the importance and necessity for such an operational capability is
recognized at higher levels, provision should be made for a pennanent force
within Special Forces, immediately responsive to JCS tasking, that is
organized, trained and equipped to conduct special operations.
(U) Lh.:onventional karfare forces represent a valuable pool of lm• cost
resources particularly LL5eful in assisting an endangered, less developed
country. foreign assistance missions that require skilled an<l mature
instn.lCtor personnel with forei.gn language capabilities are more practicaJ
for Special hn-...:cs th<m com-en tional lIDi ts. The flexible, cc 11 ul ar o rgani :3tion and high dcnsi_ty of officers and non-coT1T11issione<l officers allows
for tailoring to meet the specific requirements. DepJoyment of Spi::cial
Forces on foreign assistance missions not only improves lIDit readiness and
capahi lit;:, but also impro\-es individual proficiency since it affords the
ind i \' idwl::: the oppo rttm i ty to use and further develop their lmc01n-ent ion:: 1
warfare skills. Tf a conn::itional llllit was tasked with the mission, it
would degrade the tmit's t:caining, readiness and mission capability since
the leadership and senior, skilled non-commissioned officers of the tmi t
would be J.eplete<l while on the ni.ssion.
(U) ln ad<lition to clas:::ic guerrilla warfare, Special Forces arc
highly q:i..qlif icd for such mis~ ions as foreign internal defense, foreign
and domestic training, hunanitarian assist<mce and special operations.
It appear::;, however, that these missions are outside the principal
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intere::::ts of the US Arfay and as a result are not a major factor in i b
cvaluat ion of tasks that Special Forces should be prcparcll to perfom.
Ready, flexible a'ld adaptable, they constitute an economical and
effective instnunent of national power and must be mai ntainc<l for support
of existing and future commitments. Realistic priori tics coupled \\' i th
organizational modifications will insure that the institutional c~abil i ty
so painfully acquired fran nearly 16 years of combat will be available
and ready in time of national emergency.
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·,;,is stuJy is intC'JlLle<l to illi.1:-"trate 1.1ilit:1n· Pption.::; :ivail:1ide to tlic
. ~-tt ional Curun.:mJ Aut: 1or it y that :1r1..' approp rial v :1 fl1 ! :1pp l i c;d >l c · il'r"t!K· <011
tc::1µorar;.· international \..'llVirorn:1c11t. ·1·11L':;l' ,1plio11s ,in.' based 011 exist in~:
capabilities of the l1S :\nny Special Force~ :ull! :1r1..· discusst~d in 1..'.0ll:>ii-kr:1blc

Jetail \d th rcgarJ to co1 1nitment prospects.
·i;,e history of the liS involvcncnt in Indochina, with particular 1..'nphasis
on \'ietnam and Sp<.:cial Forces iilvolvcncnt thcrl', serves to i l lustr;1tc opt ions
avaifa.ble :uh.i the sig11ificru1t \'aluc offered b;.· tnc i.1ultipurposc 1.::1pahilitie:.-=:
of Si'l'Cial Fun.:es. 'Illis history is :isse:::.scd 1,tlt' to :;;ccrn11.l gt1l'SS th1..· ,:vL·isil1n
1i1aJ,crs bi.ll lO bl'J11.."(it frOl'.1 this 1latio11al t:.'XpCl'lL'llCC. '1'JH: d1a11gi11g illll'JISit:·.
-.:haracter ~mJ ~uration of the ovcr:ill lJS jnvolvcmcnt, whi k m'et'ssatY to the
asSL'ssrn.~nt, arc {)f scconJar;.· i.lapac t to th1..• rc\·o lut i 011<1 ry i ilSlll\!l'lJl. !lat ltr1_• or
that confl i-.:t. ::or \·arious rcaso1is, incluJinb cco:tomic lll'~h:t ical:i ty ;111u
apparent efficac:·, tnis fonu of w.irfan.: is 1..~oJ1siJercJ likely to rcmaiu the
1;1ost frequent fon.1 of uilitary dtallcngc to US interests Juring the for!..'sceable future. M1ile the theme of this study is overKhclmingly 111ili tary, it
is fully recog11ize<l that military options arc not c..xcrcised in a vacuur1 but
arc both precedc<l ;.u1<l concurrent with political, ti.iplomatic, an<l econor1ic
actions, all of Khich must be closely coordinated.
The In<locili.na conflict presente<l the US Gm·enm1ent with a series of
challenges that \~arie<l in nagnitu<lc, r,eor,raphic relevance, time, complexity
:m<l relative restraints.
l<.'ithin constraints, the US (JOvernment succcssi\·cly exercised munerous
llpt ions ranging fror.1 the provision of nonctary an<l 1:1i litary :1i1.l througi1 :i
suhst~u1tial allvisorv effort to the commi tncnt of combat forces.
nf the
;n·;1 i l 0i> l c opt j 01 i;-;, iu1Com·t'11t i 011a 1 h·arf a re l u1~· 1 has the ! ca~< t-, i11~ i tll' n .,;
01" utili=c.::J. ,\ priuar:· .1spcct or this stu,Jy .i:-- till' :tSSL'SS11ll'lll ,1C lJH.):->1_·
actual ~mu potcntia.1 nscs for UJlColl\·cntional 11·arfan.' :md llS 1\111 1~· Special
Forces in the countC'rinsurgent cnvir01unc11t :is h'Cl 1 - 1 ~~ 1n norc offc11sin'h·
ori1..·il:..eJ op1.:rotior1;;;. ·~-i11..' i.UJ.durutilJ:ation ,IS \'L'll . lS li\c 1:1iSUtili.:atit>H ui°
L:ib .:::ljlabdity, :::;t ...:.m1inb (ro1:1 tiw l:tcl: of .1..:..:..:·~1t:1nl-l' :md tu.dt'rst:mdi;:~~ of
its applicabilit:·, i:; discussed.
l·.11ile tir.1ing, iocation anJ specific t<at.tffl' of US i11tcT1..'sts 1·:hic11 nay he
sui1jectcd to c.xtcriial thre;1ts ca1mot be pn•,licte1.i, :m anal::.sb of the \·:orl<l
situation is ;::aJ.t'. T!:is :malvsis illustrates ;1 1iuulwr of al'1..~as h;10n.: t:S
ll1tC'ri".atio11al C(':'.'.J:llt:'.\C'llt:S, security intcn:~t.s, Or a:-> a uinirn1n, US propCl't\·
.u:,~ lj\-(:...: :,ay at so:·tc 1iro.xinatc tine denaik: a i«. :spoasl' li(·yo!h.i that offer1.•d
1

b;.· '-'ipio: ~;Lt h: ur ~ . . :ononic r:icans but short of tnat offered by crn1vent iona l
fo r..::1.~:->. , ltff llat i m,':::. ~.xne ri ence in JLJoci1 ina . md i t.s c Hect 011 tht~ a tt it 11d(·:;
of uu-:: :::.o.,:i,~ty ~:n.2 ll:aJci·shi.p rcLtti\'t' to future crn~n:!itnL'nt of lJS miU',,11-v
force:~ h\· ,.LJ 111.:·:u,:;: r1..'<luce:-: thl..' ;~os::-::ibilit" for such a conu.li.tr1...'nt.
(l1> trt1_'
COJ;tr:n·~.-. tlw ahareL~ss 011 the part of intcrnation3l antagonists of tL i:.:
attituJ.c· na1"es L°i•allc:tgc.s to our national resolve more lil~dy. ,·:1is ~irtitudo..'
rc1.mirC':: that 1.intion::: :1\·:1ilablc to our ::ational Comt:md ,\uthorit\' ht' :~1os1..'
'"Jdch ofll:'r thl: lcas"l dsk, grcatc~n rcsp011siveness, 11igi1est cost effL'ct ivv11css\ :md hest probabili.t;· of !'Ucccss \\hile being ~icceptahle to tliC' llS puhl ic.
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i"hcsc, then, :tn.' the par~u:tetcr:. i;it;iill \\.ttl·;1 ti11:' :-;tu,J~· is i:::1dc. 1·.tii k
it travt'rsc:-; the co1:1plicatcJ :t:'pects of the l1hio..::1in;1 \•J;ir, :1sscs:'i111; l'ri1a.:1rily the Special Forces c01rn.1ilucnt, L!tL' :~tulh- pri11,·ipall~· fo1.:us,·s 011 l1oh
this fkxihk .ind ;-:.J,i l il'J or!~;t11i:::1t iuil c:11i h·sl Ji\· t;1sked ttl 1m.'~'l l'lllTl'11l
r-.:qu i rc1:1cnt s. Spec j al Fon: cs -.·;1pah i I i l i 1.'S, ,ic:-; i )~lll'\; t 0 sa l i :' r~- l·~· lUK• '11\'l 'll
lional r.1issio11 rcquircucnts or the intcrnation;1l m1li1.'ll, l)rrcr such ;111,k'
ran1!e of nission options that Special Forces is clearly a rralti.purposl' fon.:t'.
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(U) Cf W'TER 1
111STORY

Introduction
(U) In order to effectively analyze Special Forces involvement, it is
essential to tmdcrstand not only the military situation, but the
socio-political environment in which it occurred. TI1e infonnation
presented here is intended to provide the backgrotmd necessary to l.Ulders tand why programs were adopted, why they succeeded or failed and
insights as to why decisions were made. Infonnation is also provided
to indicate the existence of parallel situations and events in other
parts of the \vorld so that they may be avoided or exploited in the
future.
The Vietnams and Vietnamese
(U) For over 1000 years after the 1st Century B.C., the Vietnamese if'l
the North were ruled by the Chinese. Yet they were not docile subjects,
they staged at least ten major rebellions and forced the Chinese out
on several occasions for short periods of time. TI1e Vietnamese finally
achieved independence in 938 A.D., but were required to pay tribute
tmtil the middle of the 19th Century. During these ten centuries of
01inese suzerainty the Viet peoples settled slowly into a new ethnic
and cultural pattern.
(lJ) Unlike Western life, which is oriented toward the future, the
Vietnamese life is oriented on the past. Given a static tcdmology and
a lir.1ited ar.i.ount of land, the Victnauese for centuries l ivcd in a closed
economic system, which meant to acctni!Ulatc wealth was to deprive
the rest of the colTllllll1i ty. Great social weal th was not a sign of success,
but a sign of selfishness.
Private property did not exist, for the
father was less an O\.\'Tier than a trustee of the lan<l. which wa..-.; to be
passed on to his d1ildren. Buried in the rice fields that sustained his
family, the father would live on in the bodies of his children and
grandchildren, who came to worship hin as the source of their lives,
their fortunes. and their civilization. To the Vietnamese, the land
itself was the sacred, constant element. 'Tilis basic tie to the land and
to one's ancestors doomed to failure any attempts to increase government control or security by means of population resettlement.

(U) TI10ugh Vietnam was often divided between warlord families, the
disputes were never resolved by a sharing of power, but always by the
restoration of an absolute monarch. Even when Vietnam was divided for
two centuries between the dynasties of the Trinh in the North and the
Nguyen in the South, the Vietnamese would not acknowledge the legitimacy
of both sovereit,'Ils.
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LlJJ Tl1crc was somci•herc, a single correct answer to every question,
and the mandarin studied the past in order to lean1 how to act in the
present. It was for the mandarins to interpret hi:=: tory and to make
decisions of social importance to the people. The system relied on a
consensus of the educated elite -- the mandarins. The imposition of
the Western ideal of tmiversal suffrage was alien to the Viet~se
culture, and thus, all the votes in the world could not have legit~natized
the regime in the South.
(U) As there was a correct answer, so there were correct personal
actions. The Vietnamese did not. as Americans came to expect, look for
a dtarismatic leader, but for a man who expressed in his life how the
government and t}1e society ought to behave. Ho Chi Hinh, a..:; contrasted
with Ngo Dinh Diem or Nguyen Van Thieu, presented such behavior, both
in his austere dress and in his fatherly demeanor toward ordinary
ci tizcns. This was important in that Vietnamese do not differentiate
between a man's private and puhlic life. The Southen1 leaders, Bao Dai,
Diem, and Thieu were more representative of their European influence.
'TI1eir Westernization, which elicited for them the support of the French
and the French-backed Vietnamese landowners and later the US, is exactly
what alienated them from the people of the ~otmtryside.
(U) After 90 years of French rule, Vietnamese society in the South
developed entirely differently from the remainder of the country, the
majority of the population was landless, dependent for wages or tenant's
rights on the French and their Vietnamese proteges. The old elite
had vanished, giving place to leadership by a small but very wealthy
class of Vietnarrese landlords and civil servants.

111c Frend1 and Indochina
(U) During their presence in Indochina, the i:rench controlled and
administered the country as a French colony 1vi th a minimum of Vietnamese
~elf-rule.
The area's rubber and tin were necessary for her industr;,
while Indochina was also needed as a market for Frend1 goods. ,\.c:, such,
France fi nnly intended to retain Indochina a.;; a colony and thus,
dcl i berately failed to develop local institutiom; or prepare the area
for self-rule.

( U) The Japanese invasion of Indochina in \v1'iI1 interrupted the rrc111.:h
1ulc, and provided an opportunity for the birth of many nationalist groups. Several of these were later united by Ho Chi Minh into
the League for the I:ldependence of Vietnam, which hecai,1c better knmv11
a..; the Viet i\tinh. During the war the "league" received US and other
allied support for its anti-Japanese guerrilla activities. By war's
end, the Viet :.f:inh had gained sufficient strength to supplant the
regime of Vietnamese Emperor Bao Dai, to whom the Japanese had granted
independence L'1 1945 in the face of an anti-Japanese movement.
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(ll) \1111en the Frcnd1 reappeared after WWll, with only the promise of a
vague political and economic autonomy within the recreated French
empire, the Viet Minh resisted. France recognized the Communist nature
of the Viet Minh, and used this as an excuse to disguise her colonialism.
Al though the Frend1 Corrmissioner for Northern Indochina had agr:eed in
March 1946 to independence for the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (ORV)
within the French Union after five years of French Anny presence, France
could not accept the idea of sovereign nations, equal in law, in a confederation with herself as the head. France reoccupied Vietnam,
sponsored the autonomous "Republic of Cochin China" in the South in
rivalry with Ho Chi Min..11., and precipitated 8 years of 'hostilities. The
resulting "war of national liberation" received a significant boost
when the Chinese Coomunists tmder Mao Tse Tung reached the SinoVietnarrcse border in late 1949 to begin actively supporting and
affording sanctuary to the Viet Minh. Fighting continued for another
5 years tmtil the defeat of Frendi. forces at Dien Bien Phu on .1 May
1954 so weakened the French national will that she signed a ceas"b-fi re
in Geneva (Geneva Accords) on 21 July 1954. These accords. provided for
the partition of Vietnam at the 17th Parallel:11 elections in July 1956
to detennine national leadership for a tmified Vietnam, the disengage
ment of ·Laos, and the pacificstion of Cambodia.*

(U) The situation in Laos was important primarily for its impact on the
remainder of Indochina. The political turbulence in Laos develQped
much oore rapidly than in Vietnam. In fact, prior to 1962, much oore
was written about Laos than Vietnam:11 and President Kennedy considei;ed
it the major problem in Indodlina. Unable to ad1ieve a pro-West
coalition among the three competing factions, the US settled for a
neutral coalition in the Geneva Accords of 1962 as the best of a bad
situation. This coalition was not able to preclude Viet Minh Commt.mist
domination over Eastern Laos, and the Western powers feared they coul<l
not intervene to prohibit this without inducing Chinese involvement and
escalating the conflict out of proportion to any possible gains to
either side. This fear of Chinese intervention later affected US
strategy by resulting in the imposition of critical constraints on the
conduct of the Vietnam War. It provided the North Vietnamese with.
sanctuaries from which they could take as much of the war as they
desired, when they desired. It also severely limi tcd the ability of
the United States to apply pressure to the North Vietnamese either
by bombing, naval action, or by the use of ground forces in the North.

*For further information pertaining to the sequence of events in
Southeast Asia, see Appendix A, Chronology.
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(U) The internal situation in Cambodia similarly affected the conduct
of the war. As early as January 1958, the use of cambo<lia as a sanctuary
\vas supported by Cambodian Prince Sihanouk, who feared an invasion by
South Vietnanese forces. It was not until 1970, after the US-backed
Lon Nol Regime came to power in Cambodia, that the United States wa~
· willing to invade the NVA sanctuaries in Cambodia.
The US Invol veioont
(U) During \\\\fII, President Franklin D. Roosevelt stated the US goal for
post-war Indochina -- ultimate independence. The United States attempted
to haTIIDnize this goal with the need for the cooperation of France in
Europe, but when it became apparent that such independence would be
under Coimn.mism, the United States responded to the greater danger and
began active support of the reestablislurent of French control. Fear of
involvement in an Asian land war was of param::n.mt concern for '!JS'policy
makers during this period. The concern was that a US presence would
provoke hostilities with China and the Soviet Union. This policy
was further exacerbated by the United States viewing the area as outside
its cure interest, while the Sino-Soviet faction looked upon the
region as within its sphere of influence.

(U) In December 1950, the United States was signatory to the
Pentalateral Agreeroent with France and the Associated States of Laos,
Carrbodia, and Vietnam. In accordance with this treaty, the United
States colTlnitted itself to furnish military materiel and equipment
to combat the spread of Communism in Southeast Asia. The Department
of ·Defense (OOD) established the Military Assistance Advisory Group
(MAAG) 1ndochina as a small logistical group to administer provision of
this equipment to the French, and to explain to Congress, as necessary,
how the equipment was used.
(U) By the time of the Geneva Accords of 1954, Ho Chi Minh was in a
commanding position. By having gained clear control over the North
and leaving 10 , 000 personnel behind in the South , he was ab le to
direct his activities toward gaining control of the South through the
scheduled elections of 1956. The Viet Cong, a.o::; they had become known
(a contraction from Viet Nam Cong Son, meaning Vietnamese Communist)
reorganized and emphasized political subversion. When the newly
independent regime of Ngo Dinh Diem, who had replaced Emperor Bao Dai,
refused to hold the elections, the Viet Cong renewed its insurgency.
Although Diem refused to recognize the Geneva Accord because he was
not a signatory, he was able to do so only with the backing of France and
the United States, who greatly feared the fall of Indochina to
the Camm.mist IOCITT.olith.
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(U) Although the United States succcssfullr avoidNI JirL'ct milit;1ry
intervention at the fall of Dien Bien Phu i11 1954, the lJni tc<l State:-.
was nevertheless underwriting 78 percent of the Frcnd1 war effort.
When the Geneva Accords were reached shortly thereafter, Washington
concentrated on continuing to aid France in consolidating South Vietnam.
Responsibility for security matters in the newly created Republic of
Vietnam was transferred to the US military mission, with the French
withdrawing their combat forces and the South Vietnamese tabng command
of their own troops. MAAG Indochina split into MAAG Vietnam (MAAGV)
and MAAG Cani>odia. MAAGV' s mission was to a<;sist the Vietnamese Govcmrrent in raising the military capabilities of VietnaJtEs~ Armed Forces
through planning for, developing, and administering the ~tilitary /\id
Program (MAP) •
(U) In early 1955, JCS ma.de plans for the training of the Vietnamese
Anned Forces. Because of an acute shortage of personnel to accomplish
the training assigruoont, a separate Training Relations and In~~cticn
Mission (TRIM) to the Armed Forces of Vietnam was inaugurated under
the direction of Chief, MAAG. TRIM was a tri-country effort consisting
of personnel from the United States, Fra.uce, and Vietnam, but was
predominantly French led and staffed under the responsibility of USf.IAAG
Indochina. It was believed that a combined effort of all three nations
was necessary to produce rapid training progress. TRIM's mission was
assistance, developrrent, and improvement of the Vietnamese Conu:nand and
Staff organization, and the training of all units and individuals.
This arrangerent continued until French advisors to TRIM withdrew in
April 1956, tenninating TRlM and leaving MAAGV solely responsible for
training the Vietnamese Army.
(U) The Geneva Accords limited the number of foreign military personnel
penni tted in-country, so the ])epartment of State established a separate
orga."lization entitled Temporary Equipment Recovery Mission (TERM) to
provide the additional personnel required. Overtly, TERM was created
to assist M\AGV in recovering excess war materiel the frend1 were discarding. Covertly, IBRM's real mission was to provide vital assistance
in developing an adequate and effective Vietnamese logistical support
system. TERM thus had the effect of releasing MANN personnel engaged
in logistical activities for advisory duties elsc\\11ere.

(U) Meanwhile, MAAGV advisors assisted the Vietnamese staff in preparing a 31-week program that provided training for all anns and
services, and developed a plan for a Special Forces organization.
1'1obile Training Teams and American contract civilians became incrcas ingly active in providing specialized advice and assistance supplemental to that of assigned 'MAAGV personnel.
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(U) Increasing Viet Cong activity in South Vietn<un necessit~tcd an
increase in the strength of M<\AGV. By May 1959, plans were implerented to provide ad,;isors dm,n to Infantry regiment level and to
Artilleiy, Armored, and scpa:a~e Mari~e Bat ta~ ion leve 1. Ord~rs
forbade the advisors to participate directly in combat oper~t!S-~ or
to accompany units on anti-guerril~a £~rays irranediately adjacent to
national boundaries. It was at this tune that CINCPAC took steps
to obtain Special Forces Mobile Training Teams from USARPAC and CONUS
sources to assist in training indigenous Ranger Companies for cotmterguerrilla warfare (See Chapter 2).
(U) In May 1960, the United States officially annmmced that, at the
request of the Govenunent of South Vietnam, US MAAGV strength would
be increased. TERM was phased-out, and personnel assigned to TERM were
converted to MAACN status to implement the increase.
(U) The United States was now officially involved. Justificatfon for
the MAAGV increase was that US assistance was needed because the Viet
Cong terrorist activities threatened the existing RVN government. Ih
fact, the increased tempo of VC activity diverted the Vietnamese
military forces in 1960 from a role of external defense to internal
security, despite US developed plans that gave primacy to defense
against external invasion.
(U) Throughout 1960, the Eisenhower Administration pledged continuous
support to the RVN. It should be noted that the only fonnal us·
co111Ilitment to Vietnam was the protocol of the SEATO Treaty obligating
the United States, subject to its coJL~titutional processes, to come to
the aid of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam if they became the victlliis of
Communist aggression. The United States had no formal commitments to
provide military aid or monetary support to the Republic of Vietnam.

(U) It was during the Kennedy Administration that the United States
established a significant presence in Southeast Asia. Cotmterinsurgcncy
was a new tenn and a new concept, fully understood by almost no one,
not even the military. Thus, opinions on how the insurgency should be
fought varied widely between and within govenunent agencies. As a
result, President Kennedy fanned a Defense Department task force to
recormnend how to deal with the insurgency problem. The reconunendation5
of this group included US support for an increa<;e in the size of the
South Vietnamese Anny, an increase in the size of the Ml\AG mission,
the initiation of CIA-aided covert actions against lines of conmtmications in North Vietnam and Laos, and the fo11T1ation of a presidential
task force to direct the program. fuputy Defense Secretary Roswell
Gilpatrick was to be in charge with BG EdwarJ. Lansdale as the operations officer in Vietnam. 'This last recomnenJ.ation, if implemented,
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1..:ould h;ffe resulted in the State llcpartmcnt losing control of the
\\·ashington-hascd interdepartmental effort, as "'ell as control of the
in-country effort, nonnally in the purview of the ant>a~sador. TI1e
State Department colDltered by propQsing a conventional interagency
\vorking group 1.,;i th a State Departrrent director, thereby eliminating
the functions to be performed by General Lansdale. It wa<> pnma.rily
this State Department view whid1 prevailed, thus eliminating the US's
greatest opportunity for centralized planning and execution of the
war effort and resulting in a }ack of coordination and control of the
massive effort which followed.
(ll) Subsequent increases in enemy activity resulted in Vietnamese
President Ngo Dinh Diem's requesting support for an increase in the
size of his Army and a corresponding increase in the MAAG. Al though
most decision-makers agreed that economic and social measures were the
primary tool to be used against insurgency, and the President ..and
Congress clearly indicated their desire to progress in those areas, the
response becarrc increasingly military. Many studies have pointed to
this, blaming the failure on the US/GVN bureaucracies to learn from 'the
French and British experiences, and alleging that ... "since we didn't know
what to do, we did what we knew." During this period, despite the
urging of President Kennedy, the US Army did not have a counterinsurgency
capability.
(U) By the early 1960 's, the enemy insurgency was well into Phase II
(guerrilla warfare) and was close to attempting the conventional
offensive called for in Phase III. It thus becoires easier to understand
why Diem wanted a larger Army, as opposed to police forces (which had
by this time been infiltrated by the VC), why the US and GVN military
efforts became conventionally oriented toward the expected NVA inva<;ion,
and why the military effort predominated over pacification.
(U) The focus of US advisory support during the late 1950's and early
1960's was primarily upon the development of a US-type conventional
military force which could meet the anticipated North Vietnamese threat.
Special forces and regional and local paramilitary forces, newly
established to relieve the Army of the internal security mission, met
with a lack of success in the face of the increased Viet Cong threat,
resulting in a reorientation and retraining of the ARV!\ which took
nearly two years. It was not LDltil early 1963 that the ARVN was employed
against the Vi.et Cong; this required a substantia1 increase in ARVN
size and the corrnnitment of USA helicopter companies starting in late 1961.

*For further analysis of this problem, see:
R.W. KCMER, Bureaucracy Does Its Thing: Institutional Constraints on
US/GVN Pcrfonnance in Vietnam, Santa Monica, C'.A: R.V~,1 t~''ll'., 1972.
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lll) Up to 1963 the Viet Cong had receiw<l only 1 imitc<l Logi~tii.:al
support fran the North, and had been fighting with weapons remaining
from the Frend1-Indochina war or captured from the South Vietnamese
forces. When it became apparent that IOOre was re<.1uired, the North
Vietnamese greatly increased the leve 1 of supply. They expanded the
infiltration route through Laos and provided trained replacements,
fighting units, and better quality, standardized anns.

(U) The US force buildup continued with the establishment of a support
group (US.ASGV) in 1962, followed by a comnand headquarters, U5 Military
Assistance Command Vietnam (USMACV). The Commander, UsMACV, LTG Paul
D. Harkins, was directly responsible for all US military policy, operations, and assistance in the RVN (but not all Southeast Asia, as the
war was divided by boundaries). As such, he was authorized direct
access to President Diem and other RVN leaders, as well as to the US
.JCS and Secretary of £££ense through CINCPAC. However, since the US
An:bassador to South Vietnam was responsible for American politi-c.al and
basic policy matters, CC:MUSMACV was to consult with him on these matters .
Washington retained the right to decide differences between the two.
~anwhile, combat support tmits continued to arrive throughout 1962
and 1963, including the introduction of anned helicopter gun.ships in
late 1962, followed by several types of fixed-wing Arrrrt aircraft.
(U) The inability of the US goveTI'lm?nt to pressure the Diem governnent into implementing necessary refonns severely limited the ability
of the GVN to absorb and effectively utilize all this support. Diem
continued to play the many sects against one another until the political
scene exploded in June 1963, with the self-imIOOlation of a Buddhist
Monk in downtown Saigon as a protest against the government. This
activated the heretofore passive Vietnamese city-dlvellers, who ~warmed
back to the pagodas to· pray, weep, and then, following the Buddhist
Monks, burst forth into the streets calling for the overthrow of
Diem and his nepotistic govenunent. Dissention spread, and when the
\'ietnamese Special Forces were ordered to surround and storni the central
pagodas of the major cities in retaliation, the days of Diem's rule
became clearly numbered.
(U) In November 1963, the Arrrrt staged a coup d'etat and assassinated
Diem, whose failure to institute the necessary political reform..~ had
already cost him much of the support from the United States he needed
to remain in power. Shortly afterward, President Kennedy was also
assassinated. The Comrrunists took advantage of the resulting
turbulence and increased their forces by leaps and bounds to the point
that by 1965, VC had gained control of a population base of five million
and two-thirds of the territory. Government cf forts under the ci vi l ian
Premier Tran Van Ho to regain control of the lost countryside were
at a standstill; the country was in political turmoil. South Vietnamese
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fonxs ••ere no long<..~r in a position to save the couatry :md, i r faced
by a conventional attack hy the enemy upon the c.itic:;, were likely to
disintegrate. After a succession of govemr.1ent changes through 1964
and early 1965, Air Vice-Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky took over ac; Prime
~tinis ter in JlDle 1965.
To the surprise of most observers, he r.emained
in of (ice for over 2 years lDltil the elections in September i~~~
(U) President Johnson was compelled to make the critical decision on
which previous Presidents had procrastinated, for he could not allow
Indochina to fall to the Comnnmists without weakening US conmitioonts
worldwide. On 26 July 1964, over 5,000 US troops were•ordercd to
Vietnam. When the North attacked a US warship in the Tonkin Gulf,
President Johnson immediately reacted with retaliatory bombing.
(U) BOI!bing of Viet Cong ?tronghol,~ in the South contim.cd throughout
the war, along with the intermittent bombing of selected targets in
the North. The bombing in the North, although of strategic value, \v:J.S
primarily a psychological attempt to erode the wi 11 of the North
Vietnrooose to cany on the war in the South. It was used, rather
ineffectively, as a pressure for negotiation. The bombing was also oflirni ted effectiveness and extremely expensive, especially in operations
in the North where nultirnillion dollar aircraft were lost while dropping
borrbs on relatively inexpensive targets. Although anti-NVN groups were
known to have existed in the North, and could have brought the \','ar to
the North without invoking Ori.nese intervention, they were not exploited.
(U) The deployment of American forces was initially successful in its
purpose of gaining time to prevent the demise of the GVN, but the enemy's
ability to utilize sanctuaries to his advantage, coupled with a population ancnablc to providing him support, enabled him to drag the war
out for years. From the North Vietnamese vicwpoi nt, a victory could
be achieved by attrition of the American national wi 11, or hy the fa 11
of the unstable GVN.

(U) ln 1966, agreement was read1ed with the Buddhists for the formation
of a Cons ti tuc:-it Assembly to draw up a new Constitution for South Vietnam. When elections for this Asserrbly \,·ere held in September 1966, 8l
!>ercent of over 5 willion registered voters, in S?ite of Viet Cong
·intim]dation and terrorism, went to the polls to elect representatives.
TI1e subsequent constitution was accepted by the mil ita:ry junta, an<l i;1
September 1967, elections were held and General '.\guyen Van Thieu was
elected President with Ky as his Vice-President. Sixty Senators 1\·cn'
also elected to the Upper House, and elections to the National Asscr:t1 ly
were successfully held in the following month. 1-'or thv fir:::; t time i t1
4 years, Saigon again had a government.
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(ll) During 1966-67, while the US Special Forces devc loped paramilitary
mi ts from the Montagnards in the highland.., and US 1.mi ts conductc<l
offensive operations against the VC and NVA, GVN t rnops operated near
the population centers where they could also conduct pacification projects. Though nearly every analyst and political and militan· leader
- 'agreed that pacification was the key requirerrent for building a viable
governaent and defeating the insurgency, the ovenvhelr:ring majority of
the effort was still on military operations against VC and NVA forces.
(U) The reports of slow but steady progress were shattered on 31 .January
1968, at the start of Tet, the Vietnamese New Year. At this time the
Viet Cong and tNA launched a coordinated attack on the cities, penetrating Saigon-010lon, Hue, and nearly all provincial capi tab, hoping
to spark a mass uprising which did not occur. Al though the recapture
of these areas res 11ted in much devastation, activities of the next
year showed the Viet Cong infrast1Ucture had been severely depleted.
Both sides claimed victory. The South Vietnamese based their claim on
their successful prevention of the mass uprising and the severe
casual ties inflicted on the enemy. The North claimed the shock of t-l1e
complacent city population, the loss of faith in the GVN to provide
security, the halting of the pacification programs, and the creation
of hundreds of thousands of refugees through the lack of security. US
public opinion was another casualty.
1

(U) Shortly after Tet, in May 1968, President Johnson took drastic
steps to force negotiation of the war's end. He announced a pause in
the bombing to elicit a response from North Vietnam, and stated his
intention not to seek reelection to the Presidency. This removed him
from the pressures of the Presidential election a.'ld reduced the dissent
within the United States as a force for a sellout. On 10 May 1968,
talks began, while the fighting continued as ead1 side tried to improve
its bargaining position. US forces built up to 525,000 men as the
North Viemamese continued to infiltrate replacements for the VC as
1-:e 11 as their regular NVA uni ts .

nn Politically unable to recharge the war to meet the spcci fications
oi the .Joint Chiefs for a quick military victory, the neh' President,
Richard Nixon, adopted a policy of scaling dOlm the participation of
Arrerican grolllld troops while increasing every other fom of rnili tar;·
pressure on the enemy. His aim was still to force llanoi to accept a'.1
.\Jre'rican-supportcd govenunent in Saigon, and hi~ strategy \·.'as still
that of attrition.

nn

The centerpiece of this pol icy was "Vietnani::ation, the slow
thdrawal of :\merican ground troops and the hui ldup of Vietnamese
arned forces to fight an American-directed war in their stead. It
was, of course, the same strategy the French officials had attempted in
1950, when the war began to seem too expensive and too politically
II

\,j
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divisive for t:1eir colllltry; and it was the same strategy tiwt led to
the situation the United States inherited in 1954. Still, un1ikc
the French, the Americans dominated South Vietnam milit;irily. i\t tlw
height of their strength in 1968-69, they ha<l the troops, the air
power, and the nDney to maintain the Saigon government for a nU1nber
of years, even with a schedule of troop pullouts.
(U) For the first 16 months events played in President Nixon's favor.
Nineteen sixty-nine was a year of military success for the Allies in
South Vietnam. lbe North Vietnamese units rew.ained relatively inactive
while the VC showed an appreciable decline in strength" following thC'
bloody campaigns of 1968. Seizing the initiative, C,enE:ral Creighton
Abrams, the successor to General Westmoreland, diverted the American
forces from the large-scale border battles to an all-out atterrpt to
destroy enemy base areas and supply lines in the South, and to put
as nn.ich South Viet~se territory as possible under GVN contr.o.l.
(U) At the same tire, the United States began to ann the Vietnamese
with the M-16 automatic rifles, grenade latmchers, and machine
guns that the Am'!ricans used. It imported helicopters, patrol boats,
tanks, APC' s, -artillery pieces, air transports, and squadrons of F- Ss.
New advanced military training courses were set up in South Vietnam,
and 100 Vietnamese soldiers a week went to the Uni tcd States for 6 to
18 ironths of technical training. lbe greatest benefit to the Vi<.'tnamese was not, however, in the area of sophisticated annament,
but in that of conventional infantry weapons. For the first tin>e the
ARVN battalions had the necessary tools to take the war to the Viet Cong.

(U) Upgrading the Vietnamese forces enabled the United State~ to
announce the withdrawal of 25,000 men in June 1969. Within 2 yC'ars,
br the surmter of 1971, the total forces had been halved, and by the
beginning of 1972 were down to tmder 100 ,000.
(U)
Implementing this US policy designed to save .i\Jneri can 1 i ve~ 1·:h i k
continuing the war, the Vietnamese paramilitary regional, popular, :mtl
police forces were increased. lbe upkeep of these security forces \"-'as
cxtrerrcly expensive, but it did not begin to compare 1\'i th the cost of
keeping Arerica:n troops in Vietnam. In 1971, at a time when advice to
these paramilitary forces was most critical, the US Special forces
1,·ere wi thdrm~n.

(U) The US incursion into Cambodia in 1970 severely disrupted the
enemy's logistical system, and in 1971 the South Vietnamese crossed
the harder into Laos in an abortive attempt to cut the Ila Chi ;-.1i.!1h
Trail. By mid-1971 the enemy had falleu hack on te>rrori:,;t tnct ic:-:.,
unable to launch a major offensive mtil 1972.
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(LI) The follmJing analysis is by no rreans an attC'mpt to justify that
what the US gained or learned in Vietnam has been worth its cost in
lives, dollars, and domestic discord. ln<lcc<l, it is clear that many
Americans at this time do not believe that it has been. It ffil..l"'-t be
taken into consideration, though, that the perspccti vcs of future
decision-makers may be formed by the wrong or incomplete' conc]l..l"1ons
about Vietnam. Vietnam did oore than demonstrate the limits of certain
politico-military policies: it also revealed rather clearly some
of the United States' strength.
(U) Concerning policy implications, there arc a number of broader
features of the Vietnam experience which could bear considerably on
future policy. The analysis of ground power in Vietnam throughout the
study has not dealt with the crucial roles of air-or sea.power. Both were
vital to the kind of effort the US ground forces achieved. US strategic
lines of colllITllil1ication were adequately and primarily protecte<thy naval
forces. Tactical lines of comrm.mication within South Vietnam w~re
primarily protected by air with Air Force fixed-wing aircraft providing
absolutely essential support. This enabled ground forces to devote
their efforts to the tactical mission without applying large resources
to securing and maintaining sec:Ure supply routes. Lastly, air and
sea.power provided the crucial support to the Vietnamese Army which
pennitted the success of Vietnamization in the 1972 offensive. Likewise,
the Army strategy described within the study was made possible in a
large degree because of .complete air superiority , which permitted vast
helicopter fonnations and open movement on the ground, and also because of massive, close tactical air support. Integrated interscrvice
operation was a success. The degree to which this integration was
achieved in Vietnam was due to great strides in command and control
procedures and technical development, principally in colilllT..mications.
American ground power was projected, sustained, and protected thousands
of miles from the United States for a period of years. The efforts
and resources necessary for this success cannot be taken for granted
in developing s-trategic concepts for the future.
(U) Unfortunately, however, the contention and <li.scord over US goals
in Vietnam often tend to inhibit an honest appraisal of the means
employed in support of policy. This has been partiLtilarly true with
regard to the ground war, which has been viewed principally in tCTill"'- of
either scandalous vignettes or dramatic atypical Cl•isodes. General
tmderstan<ling of the more typical operational
~ ures rl'H:a i a.~ obscure
despite repeated successes.
(lJ) As ha;:; been stated in the prcceeding pages, by mi.J l~l(15 the
comrmmists could field rrore forces than cou1d the AR\11~. l t ,,·as at
this point that the US entered in force. The conflict h:l.d, therefor:..'
;i 1 ready reached its final stages, as far as Hanoi was concerned,
hhen the US inten'ened. In 1966, some 15 corrmrn1ist regiments infi1trated
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or fonrtl'd 1~i thin South Vietnam. The US \\'ent on the offl'ns ivc, an<l
after having taken heavy losses, the cnemr 111;1::; forc1.:<l tn reassC'ss his
entire approach to the war. He could not get at the vi ta ls of South
Vietnam -- tlle populated areas -- without exposing his large lllli ts to
di.sastrou.<> defeat by A.m;rican firepower. AHVN fore<.':'> also took on a
renewed vigor.
In addition, there \vas an increasing ainount·O'f.coordinatjon between the Sout11 Vietnamese an<l US \'1ithin all sections of
of the cnti re effort that was to last up LIDtil the US phase-out -- that
is, on the civil si<le, the police side, the military side, etc.
(lJ) It i.s said that the Tet offensive brought to a head the corrpound
weaknesses - or, as the North Vietnamese reiterate, the internal
contradictions -- of the American position. While the Tet offensive
"'as a historic turning point in the war, and may in the perspective
of history be viewed as a psychological success for t;;he.Communists, it
did not produce what they planned and hoped it would in the shQ.It run
a general uprising of the populace, large-scale disintegration--o.£ the
i\RVN, and a dramatic defeat of US Llllits. Instead, staggering losses
were suffered by both Viet Cong and North Vietnamese lllli ts and by the.
political infrastructure whid1 had surfaced to support then in taking
the cities.
(U) During the early 1970' s the Government of South Vietnam was not only
more stable than any Vietna:nese gove~nt had been for a number. of years,
but it became more effective and actually improved its perfonnance. After
Tct, the enemy apparently put aside his hopes for victory against U~
groi.md forces on the pattern of Dien Bien Phu. 1broughout the period
1968-72, the US placed an emphasis not only on military operations, but on
pacification and nation building efforts in South Vietnam. Programs
initiated for the first time reflected an adequate priori t>' for adlicving a stable framework on which self-reliance would be built. As
Vientamization progressed, socio-political considerations came into
the forefront. South Vietnamese policies began to asstmic a more
independent shape. Vietnamization paved the way for US military
ilisengagcrent. and after more than fifteen years of US participation,
the majority of A.m;rican forces were wi t11drawn. :\ftcr the Easter 1972
inrnsion by the ·NVA -- when the ARVN held finn and provincial capitals
remained in friendly hands -- Thieu emerged from the stmggle maintaining
his stability. Vietnamization was vindicated.
(U) In conclu.<;ion, from the Tet offensive tmtil the spring of 1972,
when Vietnarnization was tested hy massi vc conventional attack, tJ\C war
changed in character. It became increasingly that of srnall-tmit actions
an<l devolved to a far greater extent to South Victna.m:!se local forces
who held their Oh11 as US forces withdrew mder the Vietnamization
program.
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(ll; Jn the spring of 1972, the f#A, resupplied with Ru...,sian tanks :md
UOrrun artillery, attacked on several fronts, attempting to overwhelm
the ARVN before it could adjust to the absence of US forces. After
significant early gains, the diluted front and lack of knowledge of
annor tactics proved too much for the NVA. The stronger ARYN and
regional and popular forces halted the enemy. The NVA success fully
prevented a G\1N counterattack through a series of minor actions.
lio.vevcr, the attack, coupled with the mining of Haiphong Harbor and
the use of ' 1 smart borrbs ," so weakened the military situation that Hanoi
was convinced of the need to negotiate in order to retajn its ability
to achieve its strategic goals.

(U) Although a cease-fire-in-place agreement was signed in January
1973, Hanoi's disrespect for the neutrality of Laos and Cambodia
continued. She continued the replacements of tmi ts and equipment at
a level well above the one-for-one replacement level agreed to;
1vhilc the US replaced equipment at a level bclo\.,. the agreed level.
The International Commission for Control and Supervision (ICC.S),
established to police the cease fire, was ineffective in preventing
another massive buildup over the next 2 years.
(U) "1llen the NVA attacked again in 1975, the G\1N forces sometimes
fought valiantly, but were no match for the NVA tanks and longer range
artillery. On 30 April 1975, the fall of Saigon signalled the end
of the Vietnam War.
(U) The fall of the South Vietnamese government did not come about
un ti 1 two years after the .Anerican withdrawal, and even then it required
a conventional attack by eighteen NVA divisions. Still, the victory
carrie::; heavy implications toward the US conduct of the war. 1 t wa.:;
tl1e failure of the US and GVN programs to defeat the insurgency in its
infancy between 1954 and 1962 which enabled the war to continue unt.i 1
an ultimate enemy victory could be achieved. 111is Cormnunist succe~s
may be expected to encourage "wars of national liberation" .in other
parts of the world, yet the US choice of military response to such
situations, remain<; essentially the same as it was in 195 7 when
Special Forces first entered Vietnam.
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Chapter 2

THE SPECIAL ffiRCFS INOOQ{Il-IA. EXPERIENCE (U)

(U) 'fh.e US involvement in unconventional warfare in Indochina evolved
from the deployment of the Saigon Militazy Mission (SMM) on 1 June 1954.
The SfvM directed sabotage and black psychological warfare operations in
and around Hanoi prior to the french evacuation of the city, and at
the same time, recnrited, trained, and organized two indigenous paramilitary groups to conduct stay-bffiind operations in North Vietnam.
(U) From the austere staffing of the SlvM (less than 15 personnel), the
US Anny Special Forces (USASF) participation in tr1conventional warfare
escalated to over 3,000 personnel in 1967. This chapter presents an
overview of the Special Forces experience in Laos, Vietnam, and Cajibodia,
including the Military Assistance Conmand Studies and <lJservation Group
(MACSJG) , the Son Tay raid, and the training advisory effort from 1970
to 1973. The inclosed chart presents an historical overview of the evolu'tion of the US unconventional warfare/cotmterinsurgency involvement in
Indochina. A chronology of major events and a detailed discussion of this
chapter are included at Appendixes A and B.

-'ct- USASF in Laos

(U)

~

In 1959, the first US.ASP M:>bile Training Teams (MIT's) arrived in
Laos t.nder light civilian cover using.the nan-e Laos Training Advisory
Group (LTAG). TI1e split Special Forces "A" Detachrrents, called Field
Training Teams (FIT's), were dispersed to the regional Laotian J\rmy
training centers an<l began a basic training program for the J\nny in
ccoperat ion with· the French. In theory, training was to be a combined
effort \,·ith the :=rcnch advisor in the senior role; however, the French
and US programs were essentially carried out as separate efforts tn1<ler
their res pee ti ve advisors.
d

~ ~!any difficulties in training soon arose.

The arrival of the USA.Sf
teaJlLs coincided with increased in.surgent action. The Laotian Anny contended that the required intensification of colillterinsurgcncy operations
prevented seltx:ted personnel hum attending cadre training. Differences
betweer1 French and US training philosophies were also apparent. They did
not require officers and NCO's to attend training and this greatly influenced the actions of their Lao COlillterparts. TI1e French lacked intercs t
li1 traini11g an indigenous officer corps, and further hampcreu leadership
development by tL-;ing local military only in subordinate roles.
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CONFIDENTIAL
(ll) As a re~ul t of the August 1960 coup d'etat, all Special Forces
training was suspended until a successful counter-coup was initiated
approximately 3 rronths later. Following the coup, France began withdrawal from the training program, leaving the entire burden to Special
Forces. Previous restraints were relaxed allowing the FTT' s to be
assigned to Laotian Army units engaged in combat. With this assign~nt, the FrT mission was expanded to include the collection of intelligence and the conduct of civic action operations.
(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

Special
orces suppo
o prov1 e an
to each battalion of the
regular Laotian Army. This increased involvement was essential since
the Coommist Pathet Lao (PL) - Viet Minh (VM) and North Vietnamese
Anny (NVA) were in control of roore than one-half of the country.
i6}... In addition to training regular Lao Forces, USASF trained the

~o

(northern highland tribesmen) and the Kha (southern highland tribesnEn)
in mconventional warfare (UW). From May to Septeniler 1962, six US.ASF
FIT' s trained eight 100-man Meo self-defense companies. Problems not
encOl.Ultered in training conventional forces appeared in training the
~o: (a)
USASF/CIA shared responsibilities which were not clearly
defined; (b) the low level of skills and education of the Meo; (c)
the lack of a WTi tten Meo language; and (d) few trained leaders were
available. Conversely, USASF FIT' s exercised greater control over
the ~o mits tmdergoirig training.
~

The Kha UW Training Program attempted to establish friendly control
over southern Laos to provide a means for interdicting the Ho Chi Minh
trail. Traditional animosity between the Lao and the Kha made it
necessary to keep Laotian Anny participation in the program to a
mininum. Fran December 1961 tmtil September 1962, 12 100-man Kha
guerrilla companies were trained.

"tQ

The concept of the program was that as each Kha guerrilla company
completed training, it would return hane and corrmence operations under
the supervision of Special Forces. This was an attempt at area control and, hence, village defense, through patrolling and ambushing.
In contrast to their role with regular and ~o units, USASF exercised
complete controi over the Kha UW Training Program. They organized,
equipped, trained, supported, and directed the Kha tribesmen in UW
operations, and even exercised some influence over the selection of
1caders for the connJanies fanned.
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lU) Lautiru1 political conditions remained in a state·of chaos while
Special Fort.:l·~ were conducting these training programs. The
"Declaration on the Neutrality of Laos" and its ''Protocol," signed by
the 14-nation Second Geneva Conference on 23 July 1962, stabilized the
situation. A...:.. a part of the agreement, all foreign regular, i rrcgular,
and paramilitary troops were to be withdrawn within 75 days -.-.$.by
6 October 1972. US.A.SF participation in Laos ended with the withdrawal
of all WSt-ITT' s by the October deadline •

.

('I'S) USASF in Vietnam (U)

1nvo vement occurred in
.Jtme 1957 when the 1st SFG (Abn) deployed an MIT from Okinawa to train
Vietnamese Special Forces and Rangers. Until 1961, subsequent t!ff.T's
conducted similar training.

IJ

(S)

By the Fall of 1961, the entire central highlands of South Vietnam
were close to total Viet Cong (VC) domination. The Government of
Vietnam (GVN) realized, extremely late, that it had to gain control of
these highlands and win the support of the t.t:mtagnard tribesmen. In
October 1961, with GVN approval, CSD began its covert paramilitary
program with one CSD agent and one USASF medical NCO. The test site
for this program was the village of Buon Enao in Darlac Province. In
December, one USASF detachment was assigned to this program to provitlc
training and advisory assistance which eventually evolved into the
Civilian I rrcgular Defense Group (CIDG) Program.
'!

~ The CIDG Program was characterized by numerous changes in control,
missions, and objectives. A new mission was assigned to the CIDG in
the Fall of 1964 -- to conduct operations against VC war zones and
interdict their north-south infiltration routes; thus began the misuse
of CIDG in the role of conventional forces. They were not organized,
trained, or equipped for such tasks, and were not, by virtue of their
ethnic beliefs, amenable to fighting away from their area of interest.
The USJ\Sf-CIW commitment to the Border Survei Hance Program also
rcsu1 ted in serious departures from doctrine and became a purely
rrdlitary and hence, a conventional mission.
~ The <leployn'rnt of US combat forces in 1965 resulted in a notice-

able shi.ft in priorities for the CIDG Program -- that of locating enemy
forces so that conventional tmits could then engage and destroy them.
Conventional 1mits deployed to Vietnam had little knowledge of the
operational envi rorun~nt and, of necessity, had to depend on thl~ area
knowledge and intelligence gathering capabilities of the USJ\5f-adviscd
CIDG. This, in turn, caused the VNSF/USASF to devote increased efforts
to the support of conventional tulits, at the expense of the area
deyelo~nt mission.
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lU) The Tet offensive of 1968 saw widespread employment of CIDG forces in
l'.onn:nt ional roles. 1\1 though untrained for operations in built-up areas,
the CIDG proyed to be very adaptable to this fonn of warfare and significantly contributed to the success of the Allied post-Tet counteroffensive.
In 1970, at the peak of the CIIXJ Program, it numbered over 50,000 irregular
forces organized into 272 CJDG companies and 47 Mobile Strike For~e companies.

-W-

A combined Vietnamese Joint General Staff (JGS) - US Military Assistance Coounand Vietnam (USMACV) Planning Committee was convened on 20 March
1970. Its purpose was to effect a srrooth and orde:::-ly transfer of the CIDG
Program to the Republic of Vietnam Anned Forces (RVNAF) . The committee
rcconmended that all remaining CIDG camps be converted between August and
December 1970. A border control system using ARVN Ranger battalions was
decided upon as the appropriate successor to the CIDG Program. The CIIXi
Program ended on 31 December 1970.
--;;5.l Special Forces Qperations (U)

~

USASF expanded i t.s intelligence efforts to meet the increased demands
for a sophisticated intelligence and reconnaissance system. The requirement also existed for a responsive force to relieve beseiged camps. These
added missions led to the creation of various classified special operations.
Begun on a relatively small scale, they soon encompassed all of South Vietnam and parts of North Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.

-tSl. In 1964, Project DELTA was initiated under the name LEAPING LENA to
train CIIXJ and Vietnamese Special Forces (VNSF) in long range reconnaissance
patrol techniques and to conduct covert recormaissance and intelligence
co 11 cc t ion. 'lhe teams were used to locate enemy units , ins tall a ti ons , and
activities for strategic or tactical cA.-ploi tatlon, and were under the comh inC'd USASF-VNSF corranand.

-W ln

1966, Projects OMEfi..I\ :ind SIG1A were organized to :-mgrncnt Projed
DELTA operations in Military Regions (MR' s) 11 and 111. Thci r mission <mJ
org<mization were almost identical to those of Project um:rA. The only except ions were that OMEGA and SIG1A had Mobile Strike Force companies for
reaction/ex-ploitation missions instead of the ARVN Ranger Battalion as in
DELT;\, and they were controlled entirely by USASF. Projects O\lliGt'\ and S!(}.1A
passed to the control of MACSOG in November 196 7.

~

Special Task force R1\.PlDFIRE, Detachment B- 36, 5th SFG (1'\bn), was organized to provide a long range recmmaissance patrolling and special mission
1.:apahility in MR III to fill the void caused by the transfer of Project
SHN:\ to MACSOG. In 1968, RAPIDFIRE was converted to a .Mobile Strike Force
Command. During its existence, RAPIDFIRE conducted numerous successful
operations until it was deactivated in December 1970.
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The J\lobik Strike Force (MSF) concept grew out of the E/\CLE
The MSr 1vas
Jesignc<l as a multi-purpose reaction force to be stationed in each t-lll,
as well as at the 5th SFG (.Abn) headquarters in Nha Trang. Its mission
was to constitute a corps reserve force; conduct raids, ambushe~ and
combat/reconnaissance patrols; and reinforce besieged camps ane
ambushed tmits.
FLJGIIT Detachments which had been fanned at Plciku.

"1Sj... In August 1965, a total of 10 .MSF companies was authorized; this
later increased to 19 companies by the Summer of 1967. The MSF
experienced enonnous growth during the remainder of 1967 and by December,
a total of 4 7 companies had been formed. In 1968, MACY approved the
5th SFG (Ahn) reconunendation for reorganization of the MSF which consolidated the com?anies into Mobile Strike Force Conunands (MSFC's).
Additional missions were assigned the MSFC's -- operations be:tween
camp tactical areas of responsibility, rapid reaction to conf~!!!led
intelligence targets, operations in conjunction with convention<V. forces,
and relief of urban areas under enemy attack when conventional forces
were not available. furing the phased.own of the 5th SFG (Abn), the
MSFC's were integrated into ARVN Ranger or RF/PF units.

ffit

In mid-1966;. the Mobile Guerrilla Force (MGI~) concept was created
to provide reconnaissance as weiI as to harass the· enemy within his
sanctuaries, thereby forcing him to divert resources from offensive
to defensive operations~ The MlF concept, however, was not as
profitable as planned, and in 196Twas integrated into the MSF.

~I

lb)l1)1.4c, 3.31b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

--8='+- The mission of the Sth SFG (Abn) ended on 31 December 1970.

Their
thdrawal from Vietnam on 3 March 1971 was less adversely affected
by the manner in which it was conducted than by its timing. In Laos,
the withdrawal of USASF WS-111'' s was delayed as long as poss i bl c and
Lhcy Kere held in place until the last 15 days to act as a deterrent
to further PL-vt-1 inroads. This should have been the case in Vietnam.
1~i
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A revit.M <.f the missions that required USASI= during the rcmain.rng
2 years of US combat participation in RVN indicated that their withdrawal was premature. The continued reliance on Special Forces
in-country assets and temporary duty MIT's clearly demJnstrated that
there was a valid requirement for them after their departure. ·ni.e
end of the CI:oci Program and resulting reduction of US.ASF would have
marked the optimum time to consolidate all in-country Special Forces
assets under a single headquarters. This could have penni tted
internal reallocation of these assets to reet varying requirements.
0~)
Military Assistance Coomm<l
Studies an<i Observations Group (MACSOG) (U)

,¢Y

Policy decisions by the National Coomand Authority to conduct
unconventional warfare operations in Indochina led to the creation of
MACSOO in January 1964. Initially, MA.CS<Xi was assigned the following
mission:

I

a:M.Jg.fA.C.VA
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
will provide necessary
advice, assistance, training and materiel support to enable
the RVN to conduct a graduated and intensified program of
actions against the mv which, in conjunction with other military and diplomatic actions in Southeast Asia, will lead to
a judgerent m the part of the DRV leadership that the
direction and support of insurgent activities in RVN and Laos
should cease.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

~

During its existence, MACSOO was responsible for four basic
programs: operations against NVN, cross-border operations into Laos,
cross-border operations into Cambodia, and Joint Personnel Recovery
Center (JPRC) operations. MACSOO conducted maritime, psychological,
airborne/agent team, and air operations against NVN. Except for
certain psychological operations, MA.CS<Xi activities against NVN were
greatly reduced after the 1 November 1968 bombing halt •

..ctS1-

On 27 March 1965, CXMUSMA.CV assigned MACSOG the responsibility
to conduct cross-border operations into Laos. These operations, under
the code name SHINING BR.ASS (later changed to PRAIRIE flRE), were
designed to be conducted in three phases beginning with short-stay

~:reP
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tactical intelligence missions. In 1966, authorization \"a-" given for
Phase lL operations -- long-stay intelligence and sabotage missi.ons.
Phase 1 I I operation::;, devcloIXll.ent of resistance cadres, were never
authorized. In 1967, SHINING BRASS/PRAIRIE FIRE clements conducted
operations south of the Provisional Military Demarcation Line to
counter enemy infiltration and provide early early warning.

-ffS.l.

On 22 May 1967, JCS approved, with concurrence of the State
Ikpartment, the conduct of cross-border operations into Ca:rrbodia.
These operatioos,, under the code name DANIEL BCX>NE (later changed to
SALEM HCXJSE), were conducted tmder many constraints, e.g., no tactical
air strikes or exploitation forces authorized, team.<; engage in combat
only as a last resort, no oore than 10 missions in any one month, etc.
With the passage of time, alJOOst all of the constraints on operations
in Cambodia were removed.

~ The JPRC was activated by CCMJSMACV on 17 September 1966. It
became the focal point for all intelligence related to detained or
missing personnel in the Southeast Asia theater of operations. The
JPRC recovery operations generally took one of two forms: raid-type
operations against known or suspected enemy 1'~ camps , or the seard1
for known evadees.

jlS}- MACso:i .ceased active operations in April 1972, ·and was redesignated
the Strategic Technical Directorate Advisory Team 158 (STDA.T-158).
Sflll\T-158 closed operations in Marcil 1973.
t\.
-fS1-Son Tay PW Rescue Operation (U)

~

As a result of intelligence obtained in May 1970, an operation was
organized to rescue. US PW's being held in a prison camp at Son Tay,
North Vietnam. A Joint Contingency Task GTI?up (JCTG) was fanned to
conduct detailed planning and training, as well as the actual raid.
The Annr element was co1q>0sed of 56 primary mission troops with an
additional 47 alternate and support personnel. Almost all of the
Anny personnel were selected from Special Forces lD1its at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina.
\}

~

The actual rescue operation was conducted on 21 November 1970.
The ground operation, basically a long distance helibornc rai<l, was
maracteri zed by tactical surprise, violent execution, and :swift
withdrawal. Complete tactical surprise wa..:; achieved by the manner in
\~t1 i.ch the raiding force was transported an<l inserted into the ~.arget
area. The operation was conducted almost exactly as planned, and no
losses of aircraft or personnel were sustained in the ohjectin.' area.
Unfortunately, no P\\i' s were rescued; they had been moved from Son Tay
months prior to the operation.
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UNCLASSi r-1 ED
(llJ ~!~:.\Sl~I'rallling Advisory Effort, \'ietn~un (ll)
tli)
111 01ard1 El70, the StL SFG (1\bn) was taske<l \vith org:mi::. ing and ,_·,1n ·
dtKting J program to train .\nnr battalions of the Khmer lk'puhl ic. R;.· the
end of October 1970, eight battalions had completed training :m~l rctumcd
to combat and further plans made and approved to train an additional 30
battalions. Although the 5th SFG Ulbn) was officially withdra\~n -0n 3 ~larch
1973, the mission remained and 423 Special f-orccs personnel voh.mtari ly
extended to provide the nucleu.s for the successor training conunand, the
USARV Individual Training Group (UITG). 'The UITG al so conducted spc...>eial
training programs at the request of the Cambodian Govemnent which included
the training of: 60 nurses for field hospital work; 500 -officers anti NCO's
for duties as instructors for J.J-1mer training camps; 75 iTL.;; tn1ctors and crew
members for field employnent of 75rrm pack howitzers; 30 counterintelligence
agents; 280 junior officers in basic leadership skills; and, a Special
Forces-type reconnaissance company which was later used to fonn the cadre
for Special Forces training in the Khimr Republic.

(U) Following t..'1-ie North Vietnamese offensive during Easter 1972, an urgent
requirement developed to retrain and reequip the 3d ARVN D]vision and the
20th Tank Regiment which bore the initial NVA onslaught in I Corps . A.<; a
result, two MIT's, constituted of Special Forces personnel, 1IDve<l north to
conduct the training. Based upon the initial Special f<0rces success , the
training pro1:,rram was expanded and au,_.,Cl'Jlented by hand-picked AR\IN trainers
from the RVNAF Central Training Cormrumd (CTC).

(U) On 15 May 1972, UITG was placed mder corrrnand of the MALV Director of
Training and Special Assistant to CO.t>USMA.CV. 1he na.rrc was changed to' Forces
Annee Nationale Khmer (FA1~K) Training Command. To meet the dual miss ion
requirements for training Carrbodian Army battalions and providing ~ITT's to
ARVN units, 100 Special Forces personnel from the 1st SFG (Ahn) on Okinawa
were deployed in July 1972 to augment the conbined Lhitcd States-Vietnamese
r.ITT program which eventually involved the on-site retraining of ARVN Infantry, .4.rnor, AirbDme a11d Ranger mi ts in every Military Region in R\IN.
Vietnamese units completing the retraining program consistently tumed in
better pcrfonnance on the battlefield when returned to action.
l_ll) On the day of the cea<>efire of 28 January 1973, four f'.fIT's 1.:cre :->till
in operation retraining elements of the Sth ARVN Infantry Divisjon and 25th
:\.RVN Infantry Division, battalions of the Airborne Division, and had begun
tJ1c first day of retraining the 7th .i\RVN Infantry Division.

lU) In recapping the accomplishrrcnts of the llS:'\SF between March 1970 :md
January 1973, the record shm,-s that 86 Khmer battalions and numcrou-; other
specialists, in all a total of 84,000 corrbat troops, were trained frnr:1 tJ1e
ground up and redeployed into corri,at within Carrbodia. In R\IN <luring the
nine roonths inmediatcly preceding the ,January 1973 ceasefire, the l=ic1d
Training Conmand (l:r'C) and its ARVN au&'ll'entation, reinforced with 1st
SFC (Abn) persmmel , retrained 40 percent of the ARVN ground maneuver
battalions. All battalions and separate companies of the 9th, nst, 22J
and 23d ARVN Infantry Di\'isions and the 20th Tank Regiment were rl'trainc'd;
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ti1t~ .\irl,ornc, ::id, Sth and 2Sth ARV'.IJ Division~ \\'l'1·e -:-:, pc!'L'cnt retr:iined;
and, 11 Ranger .:md 8 reconnaissance companies completely retrained.

!-'ol loi,ing the 2S .January l973 ceasefire, ;ill training clements nr the
ordered to cease training, stand doi.i1, and prepare to redeploy to
the United States within 25 days. Special Forces involvement in Indochina
(ti)

FTC

hf'l'L'

thereby· ended.
(S) USASF Trainfog Advisory Effort, Thailand (U)

(b)(

1.4a 3.3

(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

(TS) SUJimry (U)
-E£.)._ The development of USASF activities in Indochina was traced from the

deployment of a small ~fl1· in June 1957 to over 3,000 personnel until the
phasedown of all US forces in 1973. Special Forces participation included
the training of military and paramilitary units, long range reconnaissance
and intelligence collection, covert operations against NVN, ~d even the
conduct of conventional infantry-type operations using paramilitary forces.
One area not addressed \·:as the command and control of USASF activi ti.es. Tt
is appropriate that this subject be discussed here since it was the primary
cause of problem._<; throughout USASf involvement in Indochina.
~

Corrnnand and control problems first surfaced with the commitment of
Special Forces to Laos. 1he PEO-MAAG organizatjon in Laos used regional
advisors for control in the field. The normal USASf chain of command required adjustment to this procedure; operational control Kas assigned to
regional advisors with administrative control hy the US.A.SF comnand clement
in Vientiane. Although important problems arose hctwecn regional and USJ\.SF
advisors, they were not critical to the overall mission.

~

ln Vietnam, the problems of command and control did affect USA.Sf m:i:;_-.ion
accomplishment. The CIDG Program was less than successful in coordinating
its activities \\ith othcT counterinsurgency efforts. Multiple chains of command and programs, administered by various GVN/US military and nonmilitary
agencies, were major obstacles to a fully integrated cmmtcrinsurgcncy effort.
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·111e combined llS/\SF-\INSl; corrmand of Project DELTA cau...;cd del;iys in commit ring the ARVN R:.mgcr battalion on reaction/exploitation missions. 'll1cre
were also political conflicts between the VNSFHC and GVN district/province
officials which resulted in the cancellation of many missions. Other special
operations were tmdcr unilateral USASF coJTll\and. This eliminated the problenL"
caused by the combined USASF-VNSF chain of conmand, hut often resulted in
SpeCial Forces elements being employed as conventional infantry when placed
under operational control of US or ARVN ~its. Efforts were made to educate
US corrmanders on the capabilities and limitations of USASF-advised elements;
however, misuse remained a continuing problem.

~

-t/&r

I

(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

I

(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)
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ASSESSMENT (U)
(U) General (U)
(U) The Vietnam War vividly demonstrated to the world that the resources
and capabilities of the United States do indeed have limitations. It
further emphasized to this .::ountry the extreme coIIDili tment required to
attain national objectives when faced with the smallest but determined
adversary; a conmitment so extensive that efficiency is required from
even the most powerful of nations.
(U) The objective of gaining time for the establishment of a free
South also required efficiency. This goal engendered constraints not
originally anticipated. The amount of time was never defined because
it was presumed that the goal would be achieved. When it became
apparent that the increasing cost in rooney, materiel, and men's live~
would continue indefinitely, public opinion indicated that time had
run out. Our objective did not change, it simply expired. Whether
JJDre effective utilization of our assets could have achieved our ultimate goal is conjecture; however, it certainly could have increased
the pressure on the enemy earlier, thus negating the increasing adverse
effects of public opinion.
(U) The inadequacy of the US effort to halt Conmrunism in Indochina
was the result of a multiplicity of errors, the most significant of
\. .hich was the failure of the US government to develop a coordinated

plan for US involvement. The following chart illustrates salient
United States and North Vietnairese obJectives and strategies during
the period 1950 to 1975. The short-run strategies frequently became
inconsistent with long range objectives, and were cotmterproductive
·when compared to the mre consistent enemy strategies. On the other
hand, changes in objectives were not always accompanied by corresponding
changes in strategy. As a result, US policy vacillated until President
:Jixon announced a policy for Vietnamization and US troop withdrmval.
CorrqJounding this error was the governrent 1 s failure to provide a
centralized management agency to control the many US departments and
agencies in the execution of national policy once it was made. further
failure to establish combined management at subordinate levels resulted
in an tmcoordinatcd, fragmented, and at times duplicated approach to
the insurgency. Unfortunately, this confusion did not extend to the
cnef.1)'.

•.
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INTER- AND INTRA- COMPARISON QF'(JS AND DRV STRATE

OBJECTIVES
US AID TO SOUTH VIETNAM WITH EMPHASIS ON MILITARY CA.PA.BIL:
(CONVENTIONAL METHODS OF ORG. AND TRAL~ISG TECn~lQUE!

-BLOCKING THE
CONVENTIONAL NVA AGGRESSION
CONT'D AS OBJ BUT BLOCKING
INSURGENCY CEASED IN 1969

- - - - CORDS INITIATED; VIET~'1IZAUON
- - - US ARMY SPEClAL FORCES WIT
EMPHASIS PLACED ON IRR.EGUL

l

MAINTENANCE OF BALANCE
OF POWER CONT'D ONLY
WHILE SINO-SOVIET SOLIDARI'tY
EXISTED
EST. EARLY .BUT
NOT SUPPORTED
BY METHODS (STRAT)
LACKED MEANING AFTER
_j
EFFORTS TO BLOCK COMMUNISM
IN SEA SLACKENED - AND
---,
DECISION MADE TO PULLOUT
•

..------.,....._---~--1.---...1..1.....--.
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US STRATEGY
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UNTIL 1969
14 YRS AFTER
THE 'IACT.
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REVOLUUON
CONCEPT

I

WITHDRAW

PRIMAR
~!LITA

CO'.-!PATI
t,.;/OBJEC

WITH HONOP.

US LIMITED WAR POLICY---...,
US POLICIIS
FOSTERED NUMEROUS POLITICAL
ECONOMIC• MILITARY AND
PERIOD OF STRATEGIC
GEOGRAPHIC CONSTRAINTS.
OPPORTUNITY----IT PERMITTED THE ENEMY
SANCTUARIES. PRECLUDED
NORTH VIETNAM
Gi.OOND COMBAT IN
NORTH VIETNAM.
-THE LIMITED WAR POLICY
CONTROL ALL
DICTA~EIJ.·GRADUAL MILITARY
OF VIETNAM
COMMITMENT, IT LL'1ITED
REUNJT"!
NATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
ViETNAM
AND LIMITED SUPPORT
THIS LIMITED RESPONSE TO
THE ENEMIES TOTAL WAR
POLICY, HIS DELIBERATE
STRATEGY ~AND CONSI~TENT
OBJECTIVES PROVED
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE

l:\TEGRA

us Pot:
PERIOD OF f
OPPORTUNIT!
NO!lnl V'.
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REVOLUTl

ELIMINATE US
COMMUNIZR
ALL VIETNAM
PROVE
REVOLUTIONARY
CONCEPT
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OFFENSI'I

NVA POLICIES
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WHILE HANOI PSYCHOLOGICALLY TOOK
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DEALT A SEVERE BLOW.
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UNCLASSIFIED
~DRY STRATEGIES AND OBJECTIVES (U)

STRATEGY
IJ:LITA.RY CAPABILITIES TO RESIST AGGRESSION
IINING TECHNIQUES EMPHASIZED)
ETNAMIZATION PROGRESSES
IAL FORCES WITHDRAWN -.......-.·-_.,,..,...c.'-------'-----.
ED ON IRREGULAR FORCE APABIL!TY---------.

E

US/RVN
_US MIL. EXPERIENCE - - MATCHED CONVENTIONAL
METHODS AGAINST
UNCONVENTIONAL THREAT
US ON TACTICAL OFFENSIVE
- BUT NEVER ON STRATEGIC
OFFENSIVE

CONVENTIONAL
INTEGRATED
STRA. DEFENSIVE

~

VES

PRIMARILY
MILITARY

IN

E

R

COMPATIBLE
W/OBJECIIVES

US RELIED ON MILITARY
-ACTION
Lus OBJ. (GOALS) DIRECTED
~A.RD NATION BUILDING
BUT NOT ITS STRATEGY

PERIOD OF STRATEGIC , ·;,,:
OPPORTUNITY

----r

·--

NORTH -VIETNAM
(2)

REVOLUTIONARY
INTEGRATED
MULTIF ACITED

REGARDLESS OF TACTICAL
VICTORIES AND BODY
COUNTS THE US ME'IHOD
OF MEETING AN UNCONVENTIONAL AND DEFENSIVE
- - - - - - STRATEGY PROVED UNWORKABLE
-IN AN UNCONVENTIONAL
SITUATION (INSURGENC~)
AN ARMED FORCE CANNOT
SUCCEED UNLESS COMPLEMENTED
BY POLITICAL, SOCIAL, ECONOMIC
A.'"D PSYCHOLOGICAL CA.~PAIGNS

LEGEND

STRATEGICALLY
OFFENSI'IE

NVA POLlCIES

TUR.'ilNG POINTALLY TOOK THE WAR
STRUCTURE WAS

(2)

~

PERIOD OF INITIATION
OR DECLINE

~

EFFECTIVE PERIODS

NVA AND VIETCONG STRATEGY REMAINED
COMPATIBLE THROUGHOUT.
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-sECRE'T(lJ) Other problems generated at the nat iona I lcvc l concemc<l the
political constraints imposed on the conduct of the war because of the
proximity of China, a sizeable hostile pDh'cr whose intervention 111as
feared. This caused the United States to pursue the war on a narrow
cot.mtry-by-cou1try basis, respecting political bow1darics which did
not represent divisions in population and which were not respected by
the enemy. The sanctuaries afforded to the 'f:...!\/A enabled Hanoi to
greatly moderate the adverse effects of the war.

(U) Problems which originated at lower levels were also signific<U1t.
Military as well as civilian agencie:;; repeatedly failed to learn Crom
previous encotmters with insurgencies in Malay, the Philippines, and
Indochina itself. Mistakes made by the United States in Laos were
repeated in South Vietnam. US organization and policy allcwed the
military effort to dominate the very pacification program whid1 was
tmiversally acclai.Jred as necessary. Pacification programs, when thcv
were initiated, be~ overmilitarized and misapplied in response to
a gra,..ring enemy ma.in-force threat.
(U) Special Forces were well established when US conventional combat
forces arrived in 1965. yet they were frequently at odds with the
regulars because of differences in basic philosophy, doctrine, and
tactics. These two very dissimilar organizations were superinposed
upon the s~ terrain and populations; the result was an uneasy truce
which ultimately led to the withdrawal of the USA5F from RVN in 1971.
MJst USASF activity had been conducted anDng the ethnic minorities in
remote highland regions away from the major population centers along
the coast.. Their operations were in sharp contrast to the "search
and destroy" tactics used by the regular American L01its. As time went
on and the pattern of the war and US involvement changed, USASF foL01d
themselves in all kinds of roles and mission. This is mderstandablc,
as the very tenn unconventional warfare is as clouded with anbigui tics
a~ the historical movements which gave shape to it.
Special Forces
doctrine was and still is argued within military and non-military
agencies, and unconventional warfare has come to mean different things
to different people. Some contend that it is a type of warfare, while
others contend that it and its practitioners comprise a politicalmilitary force, autonomous of, though at times complementary to,
land annies. Though the US Anny resolved the official doctrinal prohlen ill favor of the latter interpretation, it was and remains a
controversial topic.

fS1- USA5 F in Laos (U)

-fSJ.. TI1e question of US success or failure in Laos must be examined in
tenns of the various objectives soug!1t.. For over 20 years, the United
States was able to Prevent Laos from falling completely to the Commtmis ts,
thus an objective was achieved. On the other hand, the objective of
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:1ttainrng a \'.c:-;tcm-orientc<l Lao:-> 1va:-> not ;11.:hicved, n·l

lcctin~~

prim:1ri ly

on the limited ))rice the United States '"as 1vi lling to pay in men, materiel,
and prcstigc to ensure its attainment. Of import;mcc then was the degree
of success attained by the limited amount of assets committed.
~

US attempts to defeat the threat to the intemal se<..'Urit}' of Laos
posed by the Pathet Lao and Viet MinJ1 were concentrated on the es tab1islunent of a viable Laotian Army. Longer range civic action and
govern.nental developnent plans for neutralizing the insurgency were
halted by the US withdrawal required by the Geneva "Declaration on
the Neutrality of Laos" and its "Protocol." By 1962, the United
States recognized the infeasibility of attempting to solve political
problems hy military means whid1 by design were not aimed at clear victory.

~

In spite of a lack of sud1 victoiy, the experience in Laos clearly
established the suitability of Special Forces personnel for counterinsurgency operations. Two circlUIIStances made their selection fo,.
operations in Laos most appropriate. The first was the opportunity
that eventually arose in the tribal training programs; the second was
the primitive state of the Army and the backwardness of the countiy.
Although the assignment of Special Forces in a training and advisory
role with conventional Army units represented a sharp deviation from
their nonnal mission of organizing and training guerrilla forces behind enemy lines in time of general war, USASF were ideally sui tcd for
unit training in the remote areas of Laos, where the mission calied
for instruction in the basic skills of soldiering and much improvisation.
The employirent of USASF in regional training centers, on the other hand,
did not appear to offer any unique advantages over the use of conventional US combat arms personnel.

~

The employment of USASF also raised the question of corrmand and
control relations wit.1lin the PEO-MAAG organization whid1 used regional
advisors for control in the field. The Special forces chain of command
required adj us urent to this operating procedure. The result was assignroont of operational control to the regional advisor and administrative
control to the USASr command element in Vientiane. Important but not
critical difficulties arose between regional and USA5F advisors. In
the case of the Kha Program, which had a different miss ion orientation
and tended to be geographically separated from the operations of
conventional Army forces, Special Forces concepts including command
and control worked well. Training and advisory 0i1erat ions with con ventiona 1 forces, on the other hand, proved to he most effectively
carried out when the principle of unity of corrrnand over all MAAG
activiti;:-:; in the field \vas enforced.
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-tS+- AJdcd to the problem of control was the difficulty in establishing
proper countcrpa1·t relations. This problem 1-:as a result of several
factors.
rrcnch u...;c of I.ao military forces in only suhordinate roles
resulted in the absence of a developed jmior officer corps. Cultural
factors uii..:tatc<l separate training for officers. ;.md when .thi£. \'13.." not
provided, training for enlisted personnel lost the necessary emphasis
and reasonably well trained NCO's were led into combat by mtrained
officers. Complicating this problem was the absence of clear guidance
to the USASF advisors on such matters as how involved to become in
combat situations. Even when increased control was deemed necessary,
the lack of advisor control of the US supplies prevented him from u.<>ing
them as a lever to compel satisfactory performance, a problem that was
to be repeated at all levels throughout the Victmm1 conflict.
~

Compounding the difficulties in training were the operational needs
which superseded the available tiire and manpm;rer for effective training.
Only when entire battalions were sent to a third country for complete
training cycles were USASF able to conduct effective training programs.
The use of third-country personnel in these program..;;, due to cultural,,
ethnic, and linguistic similarities, proved highly effective.

(b)(1)1.4c. 3.3(b)(6)

-fS+-USASF in Vietnam ( U)

Lack oi a centralized unconventional h'3rfarc headquarter;::;, coupled
with an inability to properly utilize unconventional warfare assets,
led to the misuse of USASF in Vietnam. Until the applicat 1on of a
coordinated effort under Civil Operations and Rural Development Support
(CORDS) in 1967, there was an overreliancc on and overextension of
CII:Xi-type programs to fill the need for pacification programs. This
detracted from the overall UW effort, and resulted .in ;:he failure to
develop a significant organized resistance among the tribal groups
along the Laotian and Cambodian borders and within Nor:h Vietnam.

~

-f.£..:}... The CII:Xi Program (U)

(ll) TI1e CII:Xi Program eclipsed the other lJSi'\'.)F activiti.es in Rv;,) in hoth
:'i.:c an<l scopt'. In the conduct of this uni, 1ue ;n-ngram over a lll'rio<l of
9 rears, USASI: becaioc involved in every conceivable aspect of counterinsurgency -- military, economic, psychological, a."ld political.
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~ The CIDG Program generally succeeded where it wa..-; concemc<l with

roobilizing irregular paramilitary forces for the conduct of comterinsurgency, containing the spread of VC control among minority grot.q)S
and improving the security of the population in contcs ted areas. Tile
psychological impact on the local population was of equal success;
the USASF/CI!Xi presence provided visible evidence of GVN/US support
and concern. The later deterioration of relations between the GVN and
Montagnards leading to a brief uprising, and the apparent continuation
of this trend, reflected a subsequent failure in population control;
however, it does not d:iJll.inish the initial success achieved by USASF.
-(S) Perhaps the irost significant feature of the CIDG Program wa-; the
employment of USASF advisory assistance at hamlet an<l village levels.
Prior to this program, direct US assistance wa~ not generally available
at these critical lower levels of the insurgency-comterinsurgency
conflict. The USASF "A" futadunent provided the mechanism for combining grass-roots civic action, PSYOP, and intelligence operatidns
oriented to the population control problem with the more purely military
activities to counter the anned guerrilla threats. In this way, the
USASF provided the reans for conducting an integrated self-contained
counterinsurgency effort within a given area. Earlier in Laos, USJ\SF
detachrents were used in a similar role to support the Kha m~ Program;
howev~r, their more extensive use in RVN demonstrated the feasibility
of deploying USA.SF at the lowest levels to participate actively in
such operations.

-{Sl_ Although successful in some areas, the CIDG Program was not, a.<>
many believed, the only solution to the complex prc:>blems of counterinsurgency in RVN. TI1ere were a number of shortfalls an<l failures
assodated with the program. The CIDG effort wa<; unsuccessful in its
u1 timate goal of developing assets which were co1T111i tted to the GVN.
The crrx; forces and area development programs which were established
remained effective until the departure of the USA.Sr. When USASF
detadurents m:ived and the CIDG physical assets and trained personnel
were placed under the control of province chiefs, effectiveness rapidly
deteriorated thu.c; nullifying previous accornpl ishments. The lack of
success was evidenced on numerous occasions by the unwillingness of
crrx:; personnel to be transferred or integrated into the RF/PF and by
the mass desertions whid1 accompanied some of the turnovers. This was
not a USASF failure except to the doubtful extent that their presence
tern.led unwi~tingly to :inhibit the development of loyalties toward the
GVN. At a higher level, the US lhlitcd States did hear som:: responsibility
for initial and continuing failure. The US Cotu1try Temn Lm<loubtedly overestimated the GVN's capability and motivation to take over ClJXi projects and continue them after the departure of USASF. Another contributing factor was the failure of the GVN to take effective measures
early in the CIOC, Prograi11 to lessen the traditional hostility between
the tribal minority groups and the Vietnamese. Specific aspects of
the program are assessed he low.
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Corrunand Control, and Coordination. The CIDG Program was less
than successful in coordinating its activites with other cmnterinsurgency efforts. Local military connnanders and civil officials were
not always fully infonned about projects initiated in their areas of
~esponsibility.
Multiple d1ains of conunand and nultiple programs
administered by a variety of CNN ministries and agencies were obstacles
to a fully integrated counterinsurgency effort. On the·us side, there
were instances when conventional force conmanders attenpted to use
Clffi assets as regular infantry and to :improperly take control of CIDG
camps. Both USASF and conventional force connnanders failed to understand the capabilities and limitations of employing C!ffi assets in
support of conventional operations.
(5) The initial command and control arrangement for USASr in RVN, until
rodified in May 1964, was a special purpose unconventional canunand
chain functioning within a conventional corrmand structure. This worked
effectively when cnx:; operations were conducted in remote areas apart
from the operations of the regular Army and other GVN security forces.
HCMever, when regular uni ts were near Clffi sites , this sys tern placed
an exceptional burden of coordination on US.ASF and other advisory
personnel.

~

The USASF command organization in RVN was handicapped from the

very beginning by the divided conunand and control line between_itself
and MACY, where all US military advisory and assistance activities were
plari.-1ed, coordinated, and controlled. This division at the top of the
M<\01 structure made it inevitable that the command and control split
would eventually extend to lower levels. The USASF "B" Detachments,
located at the ARVN corps headquarters, were able to represent the
Ciffi Progra~ directly to senior corps advisors and for this reason
probably prevented a further split down to the "A" Detachment level.
The question of 0perational control on the US side was, in the experience
of "A" and "B" Detaclunents, less important than the individual willingness of both M<\CV and USASF personnel to work together to achieve full
coordination of their different programs.
-f£+_ The Clffi Program wac; conducted through an intennediary

host-country
organization, the VNSF; this was an exception to the general US advisory
pattern in RVN. In addition, the US role was more central and the
participation of USASF detadunents was generally greater than in the
regular US advisory effort. This resulted in a two-step advisory role
L'1at diminished and in some cases negated the impact of USA.SF advice
and assistance. The consequences of this arrangement were that USASF
developed and supported programs in a given area with little or no GVN
input. \\'hen the time came for local GVN officials to ac;sune control
of ongoing programs, there were no trained indigenou.s personnel to
keep them going. Since the ultimate aim of the CIDG Program was to
<lcn~lop a people corrmitted to the GVN, it was necessary that these
same people be aligned with and tmder the influence of an ann of the
GV:-; as early as possible. The VNSF detachment was not an adequate G\/N
presence for this purpose since it had no lasting interest in the area.
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(a) The relationship between USASF personnel and their VNSF cow1terparts posed one of the major problem areas in the cux:; Program. The
rol~ of th~ USASf etachment comnander was supposed to have been strictly
advisory with the vr~SF col.n1terpart personnel assuming all important
tesponsibili ties. Unfortunately, these responsibilities wcnr-Tarely
shouldered by the VNSF alone.
~

To complicate matters, there were two vertical chains of connnand,
the \/NSF and the USASF, with appropriate levels of horizontal colUlterpart coordination required up through the two commands. Frequently,
the VNSF camp corrmander did not receive the same instructions from the
VNSF "B" Detachment that the USASF "A" Dctachl1'£"nt received from the
USASF "B" Detachment, or word came down more slowly on the Vietnamese
side. In addition, the \/NSF officers were often under pressures and
restrictions from their own higher headquarters that were not known
to their USASF counterparts. The physical separation of the U5A.SF and
VNSF detadurents at most camps also inhibited close relations, and the
vast differences between the Vietnamese standard of living and that.
of USASF personnel tended to widen the gulf between them.
In sumnary, it appears that the VNSF tended to resist the joint
approach at all operating levels, and there were policy differences at
the highest comnand level that worked against it. At the lowe.s t but
rrost crucial level, the VNSF often failed to shoulder their responsihilities during operations, resulting in USASF personnel frequently
a'suming cormnand to maintain control in combat situations.

~

~

Operations. The Ciffi Program was dmractcri zed by changing mission and program objectives. The initial mission was area development,
a forward pacification concept that placed primary emphasis on village
defense tactics and techniques and on civic action to gain a foothold
''ith the population and win popular support for the GVN. The first
application of this concept was aimed at the Montagnard population in
the highlands.
In the post-Buon Enao period, a shift in emphasis occurred from
expanding village defense systentc:; to the primary u.-;c of area development
cums as bases for offensive Strike Force operations. At that time,
the. ;irincipal task a-; seen hy higher headquarters was to supplement
the G\'.\ Pacification Program with intensified countcrguerrilla warfare.

-f£,:)...

--t$+. ..\ :::;econd major shift in missim emphasis to border surveillance
occurred in 1963, as area development projects h'erc expanded trn...-ard the
hl'~tl?rn t>ordc>r of RVN an<l nC\\' CIDG camps ,,·ere est...1b1ished in these
border areas. Although area development ..:on trnuP<l in other localities
and i,a:-: combined with border surveillance 11ihen feasible, thC' latter
rC'ccivcd primary emphasis in 1964. In sufficient numbers, the 1 ight ly
unned irregulars might have successfully accomplished a purely border
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survci llancc miss ion but they could not have aspired to control the
border. During the period 1961-1964, however, cux.; strength wa<;
i nad~.>quatc for the border survei Hance mission; the lOl\I level of small
unit leadership and the irregular drnracter of the CIDG forces rendered
a border control mission infeasible.

-f* finally,

in the Fall of 1964, CIIXi forces were assigned a new
mission -- operations against VC war zones and the interdiction of VC
north-south interior infiltration routes. All operations were overt
and conventional, conducted from fixed bases against .an enemy who
concealed himself in the jlll1gle and reduced his fixed ba5es to a minimum. The major 1 imitation of operational effectiveness was always the
lack of good intelligence on the enemy's location. \\'here it wa.c; possible
to develop an intelligence net among the local population, success could
he achieved. Otherwise, CIIXi operations were based on area coverage.
(S) From the days of Buon Enao onward, there was a trend towa:td enploying ClDG forces in conventional roles. There was a parallel trend to
conventionalize the forces themselves. Both trends were inconsistent
with the original intent of the CIDG Program. The war in RVN was a
political war, a war for popular support. Political ends should have
shaped the military actions, not the reverse. After 1964, the political,
economic, and psychological aspects of the program were subordinated
to purely military considerations. CIIXi camps were established solely
to accomplish the military mission with little or no regard for the
socio-political consideratiofi$. In addition, CIIXi forces were employed
in areas other than their home districts. Their combat effectiveness
in these situations was generally unacceptable.
(ll) The economy of force role of USASf was one of the most significant
successes of the CIDG Program. This succe~s can best be shown by the
following table 1"hid1 compares the operational effectiveness of Company
B, Sth SFG (Ahn) to that of the ilth Infantry Div:ision for !\·larch 1969
!Senior Dfficcr L~briefinf. Report of ffiL llaro1d R. Aaron, CO, Sth SFG
(Abn) , 4 .Jww 1968 to 29 May 1969).

\
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UNCLASSIFIED
(ll l CO!!])ar\Y B, Sth SFG (Ahn)

4th Infantry Divi!'ion (March 1969)

VS

Company B

4th lnf Div

US KIA

3

129

US \HA

11

563

CIDG KIA

39

CIDG WIA

123

Total Friendly Casualties
Enemy KIA
Enemy to US KIA Ration
Enemy to Total Friendly KIA Ratio

176

692

230

731

76.7:1

5.6:1

S.S:l

S.6:1

(U) In the preceding table, the enemy to total friendly KIA ratio is
approximately the same (5.5:1 and 5.6:1). However, the significant
point is the enemy to US KIA ratio; Company B had a ratio of 76.7
enemy killed for each US"lvhile the 4th Infant!)' Division 1 s ratio was
5.6 enemy'for each US. The operational effectiveness of the entire
Sth SFG (Ahn) with respect to.the enemy-to-US KIA ratio was 76:1 ll967),
98:1 (1968) and 115:1 (January - April 1969). Such figures demonstrate
that USASF provides a irea:ns for waging effective war against the enemy
at a minimum cost in American lives.

(U) In addition to this economy of manpower, considerable cost savings
were realized in the equipping and maintenance of a CIDG soldier as
compared to a US soldier. As shown in the following table, the price
of initial issue for a CIDG soldier was about 71 percent of the cost
to equip a US soldier, while daily maintenance, subsistence, and pay
Kas about 16 percent of the US cost.
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( U) Cost Comparison - CIUG

vs

us

CIDG Costs

Initial Issue

us Costs

$ 22.67
124.00

Iquipi;1cnt
M-16 Rifle

$

$146.67

Total

CIDG Costs

s

.55
.29
.29
• 38
1.30

$ 2.81

Cost Per oaz
Base Pay
Jt.nnp Pay
Conbat Pay
Cost of Living
Foreign Duty Pay
Partial Ration
Total

81.87
124.00

$205.87

us
$

Costs
4. 59
1. 83

2.16
.30
-.3.90
$ 12.78

....fSJ- Intelligence.

Intelligence operatiotL<> were indispensable to the
accomplishment of the CI~ mission. At the intcll igcncc collection
level, combat reconnaissance patrols generated the most reliable intelli
gence on enemy arrred strength and dispositions, but patrols are less
effective as producers of the kinds of intelligence required in this
type of warfare. Intelligence nets among local inhabitants were·needed
to detennine enemy intentions and strengths, identify guerrillas, and
track enemy nnvements within the operational area.

~

The general failure to develop infonnant intelligence at village
level in RVN penn.itted VC units to avoid contact with superior friendly
forces, ambush weaker forces, and launch surprise attacks in strength
again.."it CIIXl camps. Camps that were successfully attacked and overrun
usually lacked adequate intelligence systems, including counterintclli gence nets, within the camp to ferret out enemy infiltrators and
sympathizers.

~

111e major obstacle to the establishment of ]nforn1ant intelligence
nets that was not overcome except in rare instances was the VC control
of the rural. population cmmtrywide. The general faill:re of PSYOP
cf forts in support of the GVN to convince the n.iral population that
the GVN could protect them contributed to the difficulty in recruiting
i nformcrs.
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---f.Tt-_T~e USASF intelligence effort wa5 limited by a lack of sufficiently
qualified pc rsonnc 1 at all levels. The VNSF possessed even fewer, and

1\'ere reluctant to accept advice and assistance or to engage in joint
intelligence effort~. A policy agreement on the rnlc of US/\SF in tlw
.intelligence effort wa-; finally read1ed in the gpring or 1964, hut 1..·vcn
after this date the VNSF were slow to accept USASF participation. ln
the absence of a joint intelligence policy, each detadunent commander
had to work out with his counterpart the arrangements that would
prevail at his cant>· Every cormiand change on either side at camp level
required new working agreements.
•

-fSJ.. Language was a major obstacle to the direct rccruitJrent of agents
and the acquisition of information by US personnel. In the rare
instances where an "A' 1 Detachment member possessed an adequate language
capability to approach the indigenous population directly, some
outstanding successes were achieved. For the most part, h<:Mev$ff, USA.SF
required interpreter a5sistance to initiate the recruitment effort.
Because they were pr~vy to the entire operation, interpreters had to
be carefully screened, evaluated, and approached.
-{$)_Psychological Operations. PSYOP conducted in support of the CIIX.i
Program began with emphasis m the direct <lay-to-day, person-to-person
approach based on a thorough knowledge and mdcrstanding of the customs,
ha.hits, and thought processes of the local villagers and their leaders.
Later, mder ARVN and \INS
·
a mass-media
program. In dealing with
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
people at
village level, the direct ut irore s tle and frequently repeated
personal approach used by the VC was more effective than t.tiis massrredia program.
-{S-1- In the early 1960s, Vietnamese military interest in PSYOP programs

among the civilian population was minimal; mo?t of the initiative had
to corre from USA.SF personnel. Lacking professional guidance, they
depended on their own initiative in the implerrentation of ad hoc efforts.
Limited MAAG advice and later that of PSYOP augmentation officers provided USASF with some assistance, although some of the ymmger augmentation officers acknowledged that they were not wcl 1 qualified. Not
Lmtil 1964 had arrangements been made to provide qualified personnel
trained in PSYOP for RV:~.
(S) One of the major ?rohlems with PSYOP
RW~ was that whatever
goodwi 11 could be generated by the various programs cen tercd on the
USJ\SF, and credit could seldOOI be transferred to the G\/N. Another
fanor, appl icabl.e not only to the CIDG Program but also to the total
counterinsurgency effort, was that to win back the active cooperation
of villagers under VC control, it was necessary to convince them that
they would be protected from VC acts of reprisal. The cumulative
evidence tends to support the view that although PSYOP may have succe<led in making thousands of villagers temporarily sympathetic to the
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GVN, the villagers would not cooperate beyond the point of VC tole rat ion.
i.e., they might come to the dispensary for medical aid or even provide
hannlcss after-the-fact infonnation on the VC, but they would not
identify guerrillas or report the presence of anned units. A major
reason the effort extended in PSYOP did not produce greater results '"°as
the lack of adequate military, paramilitary, police, or self-defense
forces to ensure protection to the people. This problem, coupled with
the failure of successive Saigon goveIT1J1ents to institute desired
reforms, indicated that active support required more than PSYOP.
!/

~ Although there were severe constraints limiting US PSYOP support

to the CIIXJ program, the major difficulties appear to have been of GVN
origin. The most frequently noted problem was the apparent lack of
sympathy on the part of ARVN officers and GVN officials for the
peac;antry and minority groups o:i:" the country. Although ARVN and VNSF
personnel were in many instances willing to cooperate with USASF
they lacked initiative and an awareness of the potential inherent in
an active PSYOP program for gaining control of the population. Other
difficulties on the Vietnamese side which adversely affected the PSYOP
effort were inadequate staffing of PSYOP sections in tems of ntunbers,
competence, and interest; grade differential between US advisors and
their comte:rparts; and frequent replacement of the Vietnamese assigned.

-t5t-

S;upport.

I

(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

I

(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

rnn 11 ....... "·"'u"v
1-- tne M111 tary Assistance Program
(Hl\P); however, it was not designed to either fund or support the
requircirents of an ongoing insurgency. Further, US legislation prohibited the expenditure of MAP money to pay imligncous forces directly.
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-SECRETIt is the fond and perhaps vk:in hope of many who know and i.mdcrstand
the unique nature of the CIIXJ ftmd:ing sys tern, that it might serve as a
nx>del for providing support to any future US operation struggling wjth
the complex problems of cotmterinsurgency.
~(S)

The logistical system included infonnal procedures for a~cotu1t
abili ty, authority for local purchase in the field, and the Counterinsurgency Support Office (CISO) in Okinawa, all of whid1 contributed
to the flexibility and responsiveness of the sys tern. This sys tern was
particularly appropriate for the CI.IX; Program, where nonstandard supply items were issued and where the nature of the miss".i..on imposed
sudden and tmforeseen requirements.
\.l
~ en the other hand, there were weaknesses that a more conventional
lngistical system might have forestalled or corrected. One of these
was the loose control, which, when coupled with the lack of formal
accountability :in the cotmtry, may have been responsible for some of
the reported losses of equipnent. The prepackaging of standard lots of
equipnentl> although. effective for ensuring rapid loading and delivery
resulted in oversupply of weapons, anmrunition, and other equipment at
sore camps.

~ - The

flexibility provided by the liberal use of cash for local
purchases was of mixed benefit to the local economy, and its usefulness
in ·winning the support of the people for the GVN was open to question.
There were also instances of overpayment. For example, the pay scales
for cnx:; enlisted personnel were :in srnoo cases as high as those fo"t
the VNSF officers.
1,i

,(8j

The issue of obsolete, foreign, and commercial types of equipment
to CI.IX; tmits and "A" Detachments added to the burdens of maintenance
and resupply. The lack of spare parts, not only for the nonstandard
materiel but also for standard items, :increased the number of unserviceable i terns :in the hands of detadurents, complicated the maintenance
problem, and introduced avoidable delays in retuITiing items to service.

-fSl_ The maintenance-by-replacement system was basically sound in
principle as a way of relieving "A" Detachments of an otherwise heavy
maintenance workload. This system entailed additional requirements,
however, in that larger stocks of complete replacement items had to be
available in supply depots and more aircraft had to be available to
perfonn resupply missions than would be required for a maintenance-onthc-spot system. The use of traveling augmentation teams (Eastein
Construction Company (ECOJ) teams) to perfonn repairs and other
maintenance on site partially offset these additional requirements.
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forces Operations (U).

--f5t-

TI1c USASf participation in special operations in Indochina
ranged in size and scope from small long-range reconnaissance patrols
to lll.llti-company operations. 1n general, USASF special operations
were effccti vc; however, certain problem areas did surface. The purpose of this section is to assess these successes and failures.

~

Project DELTA conducted numerous successful operations throughout
RVN for over 6 years. Although successful, a number of closely related
problem areas have been identified. First, reaction times were slowed
by the number of major conmands through which operations had to be
coordinated. Second, the ARVN Ranger battalion, in its role as a
reaction/exploitation force, saw little action; the major obstacle
being the joint VN-US chain of command approval needed to commit them.
This problem was eventually overcome by the decision that once an
operation was approved and the teams committed, the employment of the
Rangers became the prerogative of the VN-US field comnanders. Third,
the high level of authority required to conduct operations resulted in
many missions being aborted by political crisis or conflict between
the VNSFHC and district/province officials.

-{S}.. Project <J.1EGA and Project SIQ.iA were also vel)' successful in their
conquct of special operations. 1bese two projects were controlled
entirely by USASF, and therefore the problem of joint US-VN control
encomt~red in Project DELTA was eliminated. However, this arrangement
did not eliminate all command and control problems. Although commanded
by USA.5F, Project <:MEGA. and Project SIQ.1A we1~ placed tmder the operational control of CG, IFFV, and CG, IIFFV, respectively. 1bis often led
to the employment of. the two projects on missions which could have
been accomplished by conventional force LRRP mits.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6}

(S) The M:lbiie Strike Force (MSF) mi ts were very effccti ve when
employed in the roles for which they were trained, i.e., reconnaissance
and rapid reaction missions. Unfortunately, when these forces were
attached to US or ARVN tmits, they were often used as conventional
infantry over extended periods of time. This put considerable strain
on the MSF and occasionally resulted in criticism from US conventional
unit commanders. Efforts were made to educate US comnanders about the
capabilities and limitations of the MSF; hoi.w·cver, misuse remained a
continuing problem.
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(TS) Military Ass is tance Cornman.cl
Studies and Observation Group Q·ti\CSOG) (U)
'

(TS) The multiple connnand lines and lack of cohesive effort also
extended to Mt\CS<X;. The 5th SFG (Abn) provided the majority of
persormel for MA.CS(X; ground elements and a large part of the planning
and training staffs. However, it exercised no conunand over these
eleirents. Mi\CS(X;'s full potential was never realized although several
programs were very successful, e.g., cross-border reconnaissance programs in Cambodia (DANIEL BCX>NE/SALEM HOOSE) and Laos (SHINING BRASS/
PRAIRIE FIRE)
(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)
(b)(1)1.4a, 3.3(b)(6)

cFS)

I

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

I

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

~

There were a number of specific problems which adversely affected
Mi\CSOG' s operation. Perhaps the 100st ~ortant were those concerned
with canmand, control, and coordination. First, since CINCPAC never
prepared impleirenting instructions for OPLAN 34A, MA.CSOG was forced
to operate tmder a MA.CV plan which was not clear with respect to mission or tasking and which was subject to various interpretations by
suppor~ing agencies.
In addition, the lack of a comprehensive strategic
war pfai\. for SEA severely restricted the integration of MA.csc:x; activities
into the overall conventional effort.
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

··~

i./
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NVN were very' effective.
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(fS) The long extended chain of command for obtaining approval of small
m'.ari time operations (PARBOIL) caused extrerrc frustration to personnel
at the MACS<XJ Naval Advisory Detachment in Da Nang. It resulted in a
lack of motivation and a loss of incentive to plan in detail.

~

With respect to air operations (MIDRIFF), ~Lt\CSCXl was extremely
limited 1.n the beginning because of the shortcomings of the C-123 aircraft, particularly the limited range/payload and navigational aids.
This roblem was eventuall overcome b the re lacerrent with
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

~

The final major area of analysis is the problem of constraints
on .MA.CSOG operations. In the early days of MA.CSOG, the tirre required
to staff and approve action programs in Washington often precluded
timely impleJJEntation. The imposition of restrictions specifying the
distance north of the 17th Parallel for maritime operations and the
depth of ground penetrations into Laos and Cambodia resulted in the
enemy easily ascertaining MA.CS<Xl's area of operations and establishing
their sanctuaries accordingly.

-€fS.} In several doct.DTents, it was noted that US national policy opposed
the development of a resistance movement in i\'\l}J. However, the variotL<;
policy decisions discussed in Chapter 2 specifically directed the
fonnation of networks of resistance, covert bases, and teams for
sabotage and light harassment in NVN. There were no policy decisions
cited which altered this direction. Whatever the reason, there is no
indication that the resistance potential in NVN wa~ ever exploited.
This negated one of the ioost effective UW measures that could have
been en:ployed against NVN, especially since .Montagnard resistance
forces, the Maquis Commandos, initially organized and trained by the
French l.D'lder the Composite Airborne Conunando Group (GCMA.) programs,
still existed and actively opposed the N~ govem:rrcnt.
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b){6)

,

-6f5t This duplication of effort directly related to the absence of a
single authority for controlling UW operations throughout the combined
area of RVN, NVN, Laos, and Cambodia. The requirement for a centralized
command and control headquarters was recognized almost from the beginning of USASF involvement in RVN. On 23 November 1961, JCS directed
CINCPAC to be prepared to establish a unified connnand and develop a
proposed Joint Table of Distribution for the staff of a Commander, US
Forces in Vietnam (CCMUSVN) • M:>re importantly, CINCPAC was also
directed to plan for a JUWTF which included representation f~b){6)
USCM, and USIA. On 13 December 1961, CINCPAC reconm:mded to' jc:s--tJiat
the JUWfF not be established until US combat forces were conmi.tted to
RVN. Al though OOD favored the proposed cooma.nd arrangement , US
Anbassador Nolting opposed the plan. Consequently, the final decision
had to be made at the State-Defense level.

--ftsJ...

No further action was taken until 8 February, when OOD established
the US-l.\CV. On 2 May 1962, Generals Rosson and Yarborough identified
a need for a US unified cormnand for Southeast Asia reporting directly
to JCS. Again, CINCPAC opposed this command an·angement. Unfortunately,
the concept for the establishment of a JUWTF was shelved until 1965.

~

In ;\ovember 1965, CINCPAC/CCMJSMACV tasked M:\CSuG to be prepared
to activate and command the JUWI'FSEA..SIA. Although MA.CS((; prepared
lJ\li plans to· support the overall CCMUSSEA5IA war plan, JlJ\t{fFSEASIA
was never activated.
Cf£) At about the same time, CTNCPAC established the Special Operations
Center, Pacific Corrunand (SOCPAC) on Okinawa. SOCPAC was rcspon..-siblc
fui· all a.sp.:cts
t.fl\. and \\'as prepared to form the nuc1 cu.-; of a JUWTF
Kh i ch could be passed to a subordinate tmi f i ed commander when directed.
1n over 3 years of existence, SOCPAC was never directed to deploy a"
:i

.Jl_I\\TF.

(IS) From the above discuss ion, it is obvious that there were nurnc rou.<>
opportunities to consolidate UW activities in Southeast Asia under a
single command and control authority. I
<b\11\1.4c 3.3lb\l6)
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b}(6}
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Son Tay Prisoner of War Rescue Operation (U)

(fi) 'I11c raid on Son Tay failed in its primary mission, the resUle of US
prisoners of war (1''1's). However, it succeeded in other ways few people
anticipated. 1he Son Tay rescue operation:

Delronstrated the vulnerability of
within 23 miles of Hanoi.

~;

the raid was conducted

Precipitated the concentration of FW's into two prisons in the
heart of Hanoi. Sorre of the PW' s had been held in solitacy confinement for years and this concentration enablecf them to organize
against their captors , to commtm.icate, and to care for each other.
The concentration of PW's also facilitated the plarming of air
strikes against the North.
funonstrated the US concern and resolve to free the PW' s

-E&t- Other than the absence of FW's at the objective, there were no major
surprises in the operation. Service and national intelligence agencies
accurately assessed the enemy capabilities and reaction. The ground
operation was basically a long distance heliborne raid characterized by
tactical surprise, violent execution, and swift withdrawal. The extensive and detailed rehearsals conducted by the joint force provi..ded for
every conceivable contingency. The rapid and sDDOth transition to an
alternate plan at the objective dem:mstrated the ability of the force to
adapt to varying conditions.
~

TI1e key to the success of the Son Tay resrue operation was the flexibility of conmand and control arrangerrents. The Task Group was given
maximum freedom in developing concepts of employment. Once these concepts
were approved by the NCA, COMJCTG was given the "go/no-gd' prerogative and
operational control over all forces with authority to make all tactical
decisions from latmch to recovery. In addition, CO.MJCTG was authorized
to request support from the services on a "no questions as-ked" ba<;is.
(U) US.ASP Training Advi.sorr Effort, 1970- 73 (U)

(U) In recapping the accorrplislunents of US.ASF menbers of the i\:rrr!Y Advisory
Group between March 1970 and January 1973, the record shows that 86 Klune.
battalions and. nurrerou<; other specialists, in all a total of 84 ,000 fighting rren, 1..-cre trained from the grolll1d up and redeployed into conbat within
the r. ."llTihodian borders. Beyond question, survival of the Lon Nol free
Republic until April 1975 was direct proof of the effecti vcncss of that
training.
(U) The record also shows that the MIT/STI' programs were the 1972 highlights of the Vietnam War. Although the total nunber of Special Forces
t.rainers deployed to the field in an MIT/STT role never exceeded 150, the
volume of training conducted under the mbilc training concept. is an
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astonishing footnote to the a1lied record .in Indochina. iturin~~ tlH' 9month period immediately prcceeding the January t9n l:e:i~cri re, tlw ricld
Training Command and its ARVN augmentation, reinforced hy 1st SFC (Abn),
retrained 40 percent of the ARVN grotmd maneuver batta1 ions (68 of 170).
All battalions and separate companies of the 9th, 21st, 22d and 23d ARVN
Divisions were retrained; the Airborne, 3d, 5th and 25th llivisions were
75 percent retrained; 14 Ranger battalions, 8 recormaissance companies,
and the 20th Tank Regiment were also completely retrained. Based on the
outstanding success of the first MIT's sent to retrain the 3d ARVN Division and the 20th Tank Regiment, the Vietnamese JGS ultimately requested
FTC help in retraining their entire grotmd maneuver for.ce. Had not the
ceasefire intervened this request would have been met.
(U) Vietnamese tmits completing the retraining program consistently turned
in better perfonnance on the battlefield once returned to action. In June
1972, General Cao Van Vien, Olief of the Joint General Staff, and General
Creighton Abrams, then winding up his duties as COMUSMACV preparatory to
assuming the position of Olief of Staff, United States Army, issued a joint
communique crediting the FANK Training Command's swift and professional
response to the need for ARVN retraining as being a key factor in stopping
the enemy north of Hue. Lieutenant General Truong, CG, I Corps , and
Lieutenant General Olinh, Oiief of CTC, stated that, "If it had not been
for the FAN.I< Training C.Onmand, there would not be a South Vietnamese I Corps
today." General Abrams, General Vien, Marshal Lon Nol, and President Thieu
commented to BG Stan L. McClellan, Director of Training and Special Assistant to (X)1lJSMACV, that if it had not been for the retraining provided by
USASF in 1972 to Vietnamese and Cambodian forces, both countries would have
been lost then.
(U) It is perhaps futile to attempt to adequately measure the positive
contribution made by Special Forces trainers to the combat power of the
Republics of Vietnam and Kh!ner, particularly in view of the subsequent
loss of both countries to the foe in 1975. 1-bwever, there is adequate
reason to question whether the loss of either country was the result of
training deficiencies. in his report, ''Great Spring Victory," the Chief
of Staff cf the North Vietnamese Army and primary field commander during
the 1975 offensive, Senior General Van Tien Dung, credits the forces of
the South with sufficient strength and professionalism as to necessitate
commitment of " ... infantry, the ratio was 5. 5 of our troops for each
enemy soldier ..• (and) in heavy artillery, the ratio was 2. l to l." In
any event, all who were there during those final years of crisis will
attest to the peerless accomplishment of Special Forces into whose hands
was passed the most demanding of training mis~ions.
~Ki thdrawal

of

USA.SF (U)

of USASF from its Vietnam involvement on :; March 1971 was
less adversely affected hy the manner in which it was conducted than hy
i b timing. In Laos, the withdrawal of USASF was delayed as long as

~Withdrawal
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possible and they were held in place until the last 15 days to act as ::i
deterrent to further Pathet l..<10 - Viet Minh inroads. 'D1is should have
been the case in Vietnam. A review of the missions that reouired USASF
<luring the remaining 2 years of US combat participation in RVN indicated
that the withdrawal of the 5th SFG (Abn) was premature:
By January 1971, a border control system using the ARYN Ranger
battalions was decided upon by JGS-MA.CV as the appropriate successor to the CII.Xi Program. However, the Ranger battalions required
a 3-man advisory detaclunent. Because of the shortage of MACV
advisors, 17 of the 37 advisory detachments were.manned by USASF
personnel; their familiarity with the camps, minority groups, and
methods of operation were important and made the transition to
Ranger status a success. These USASF advisors remained until
the withdrawal of all advisors in 1973.

Concurrently, MA.CSOG continued operations until April 1972 when
they closed operations and were redesignated the Strategic Technical Directorate Advisory Team (STDAT-158). STDAT-158 closed
operations in RVN in March 1973. STDAT-158 was manned primarily
by US Arney personnel, almost all of whom were USASF.

USASF training advisory effort to ARVN and Cambodian units.
During the 1971-1973 period, a previously delayed training mis.sion
which required quality trainers of indigenous personnel but which
was not assigned to USASF was the expansion and upgrading of the
territorial forces, the RF/PF. The strength of the RF/PF had
been increased to approximately 29, 000 personnel, and a new
advisory element, the Mobile Advisory Team (MAT) was created to
support this e:x'"Pansion. 'Ihe MAT consisted of two combat arms
officers, a light weapons Nm, and a conununications NOO.
At the time of the USA.5F withdrawal, valid requirements also existed
for target acquisiti.on and designation, intelligence, border operations, training Carnbo<lian forces, and other UW missions. These
were the very missions 'Which justified initial USA.SF involvement
and later expansion.
~Conclusion

(U)

(U) ·111c employment of Special Forces pennittcd the US government to
offer mili tarv assistance to the tmstable governments of lndochina
during the period of French withdrawal. The regular military forces
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trained by these personnel significantly upgraded the ability of the
host cotmtries -- Laos and South Vietnam -- to resist Communist subversion. In each cotmtry, when the Communists increased their efforts,
USASF was called upon to train in excess of 50,000 paramilitary forces
fr001 remote ethnic minorities. In doing so, the USASF denied such
populations to the insurgents , created ad.di tional effective defense
forces, provided essential intelligence, and greatly increased the
scope of local government influence.
(U) Despite the significant contribution of USASF to·the conduct of
our first encotmter with Com1m.mism in a 0 war of national liberation,"
there were many problem areas which adversely affected the ability of
this force to rapidly attain its full potential. The most important
of these problems was the failure of the US goverrurent to centralize
the planning and execution of the total US effort. Centralized
manage~nt at the national level could have:
-

Precluded US :interagency competition and its resulting conflicts
and duplication.
Reduced conflicting US and GVN objectives, strategies, and programs.
Precluded ovennilitarization of the war effort.
Enabled the United States to effectively apply leverage on the GVN
to produce needed governmental refonns and elicit satisfactory
performance from its forces.

(5) More specifically applicable to the Special Forces contribution,
a joint UW headquarters, encompassing all US agencies could have:

Eliminated conflicting chains of corranand.
Reduced or eliminated duplication of intelligence functions.
Reduced ovennilitarization of the CIIX3 Program.
Conducted operations on an area basis.
Controlled all UW assets in SEA, eliminating competition for
Special Forces and other UW resources.
Increased emphasis on guerrilla warfare, reducing the
effectiveness of the enemy's sanctuaries.
Applied lessons learned in Laos to the Vietnam situation.
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Better used USASF capabilities during the Vietnamization phase
of the war to assist in training expanded forces and conducting
intelligence operations.
(U) In spite of the difficulties encountered in Vietnam, Special
Forces displayed an ability to respond to varying, often undeveloped
requirenents for a well organized, highly trained force to conduct
unconventional warfare operations or provide internal security assistance.
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aflUU":NT INTERNATIONAL STABILITY (U)

lU) Introduction (U)
(U) An examination of current political, socio-economic and military
aspects of several countries and global regions indicates that a valid
need for security assistance still exists. The key areas discussed
are the degree of govenunental stability and the potential fo!' internal
conflict. This chapter assesses these :implications with regard to US
interests and policies. An internal conflict in a less developed
colll1try of the world need not of its elf threaten US interests, but may
become injurious to US interests when exploited by pm,ers hostile to
the United States so that diplomatic or economic confrontation or
direct military threat .evolves. Therefore, the United States has a
significant interest in forestalling the transformation of internal conflicts to the state of esc·alation ·that would risk direct. intervention
of American combat forces. ·Not .only.is Communist inspired insurgency
in less developed cotmtries of interest to the United States, but the
lh1itcd States is also concerned with the significant outgrowth of
international terrorism which transcends international botL~daries.
Since terrorism and its effects impact on national interests, it is
discussed in this chapter first because of its immediac)r.
(U)

International Terrorism (U)

(U) Currently, a new type of phenomenon has emerged in the international
arena: the transnational terrorist group. These terrorists, acting
individually or in cohesive units are involved in numerous types of
activities to gain headlines and increase public awareness of their
cause. Terrorists are engaging in the assassination of govenunental
decision makers, ~abotaging critical public and military facilities, skyjacking, kidnapping diplomats or businessmen and occupying embassies,
while holding the diplomatic personnel legation for ransor.i. Of rising
concern is the possibility of nuclear blackmail where nillior~ of individuals could become hostage as a result of terrorist acquisition of a
nuclear weapon by theft or other illegal means. The result of such an
action could be catastrophic.
(U) Transnational terrorism has often been Jcscribed as violence for
effect. It differs from purely military strategic concepts in that
it docs-not attempt to hold a specific piece of territory by force of
military engagement. Rather, it attempt:-; to give the ir.:press ion that
the terrorist group is able to strike with i1.1pw1ity, that the small
m.unerically weak band of terrorists should be cons idcred a crcdihle
threat; and that governmental authorities cannot guarantee :oecurity
to members of the society under its protection.
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i·ihilc many natinn~ h;1n.' suffered in 1.mc or ti.,, 11 .... 1d1'11b, ;.t--:.t«1·:
industrial i;:c<l nations arc the most popular target:-; of attacb. l'ih.'
United States alone ha.c; 1~itncsscd its citi::ens fall \·ictim i:1 ci\·cr :;,1
percent of all events, with the British also facing a ::H:.'rimL.:; ~1rob lem.
Tnmsnational terrorism has not yet affected th~ ..\fro-..\...:.;ian state:-; to
the extent it has in other regions, notably Latin and ~:orth Ar.1~'ri..:~L
Eastern curopean Communist nations have bt>en relatively :;::;afc Khe;-i one
discounts skyjacking by domestic dissidents. The imnunity of 6esc
nations, a'> well as those in Asia or Africa, maY he due to their
n .~rhal and materiel support to many of the contemporary tt•rrori:'t ~~rou:p~.
In the Middle East, it is not surprising to find Israeli and :\mcrican
citizens most harassed. The more moderate as 1-.:ell <L.:; radical nations in
the Arab-Israeli conflict also fin<l themselves singled out for attack
by Palestinian terrorists. In Latin 1\merica, the incidents most fre4uentl;·
involve non-Latins as victims , with those perceived to be ' ric.h
capitalists' or diplomatic personnel singled out. On?ral l, nationals
of the lesser developed countries who are victimi:c<l arc JT•.ost often
their nation's diplomatic representatives or an executive of a multi
national corporation's local subsidiarv. Hence, although no one nation
can feel perfectly safe from terrorist incursions, the problem appears
to he primarily one involving attacks against personnel from Western,
industrialtzed states.
(Ill

(U) Traditional international law requires a govenurent to seek to prevent its subjects (or other residents within its sovereignty) from
committing acts injurious to other nations and to take sanctions against
them for doing so. The mnnerous international terrorist groups, however,
operate from bases in sovereign nations. These states prodde facilities
and are sympathetic to the objectives of the terrorists, yet deny
res pons ibi 1i ty for specific violent acts .that arc conuni tted. Unless there
is extensive international coordination irrespective of political pur
pose or complexion, incidents such as kidnapping of US citizens abroad
or other coercive acts will continue to be a problem \d th whid1 the
l!S gov<;>mment mu..;;t contcad. Failure of a sovereign nation to cffccti vely deal with such actions occurring on its s0il 1dll require other
states to act unilaterallr in order to protect national interests an<l
the lives of its citizens. The Israeli incur:>ion into Uganda is the
most recent example of suci1 a llllilatcral action.

(1'/Nl-11) Southeast A:".L~

(ll)

tJJ)
Th(' Southea$t Asian Region is seen as ;1 major source of raw
materials for the remainder of the world. Its location amid some of
the world'.:-; major trading routes imd its riin1t:il nositiou in relation
to the snlK'TC!". of infl.;o;h..:<' of maior l'OhL'~=' :in.' a1~o rccogni:cd as
contributing t0 its economic and ~trategic importance. The llnitcd
S::atc~ and t:.~; cuuntries o:· List ,\_..;j;i and thl' Pacifi.c arc boun<l togl·th\..·r
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hy a complex or economic, political, securit\» and hi:-:.tnri1..- ttl''.' 1..;!ii,
makL~s

it inevi tahle that the United States 1d 11 contimK' to plav a
significant role in the region. The United States is plcJged t0 mai :taining strength and continuity of the American role in the \•hole of
Asia. In addition to foreign trade and investment, the Uni tcd State'~ i:'
interested in preserving a stable bal<lll.ce of influence and i ntc ract tl1:1
a."llong the People's Republic of lbina (PRC), the USSR, .Japan, ::mJ tlw
United States by promoting conditions of peace <md economic well bl'ing,
free of outside in tcrference and pressure. 1
(U) Goals <md objectives of US foreign policy in the region arc rn ;)r,)mote the stability of non-Commtmist governments that an.' frt,endly t<'
the United States, or at least neutral in the realm of ma_i or-prn-:cr or
balance-of-power politics; facilitate trac.le and investrnL•nt in the
region by the United States and its principal allies, especially \.;i th
regard to retaining or acquiring access to strategic niK materials;
<mtl retain at least a residual militarr presence, either directly vi;1.
basing rights or indirectly via alliances (e.g., Ai'J'ZUS,* United States
Philippines), in order to have access to possible bases of operations
in the region for contingency purposes.2
(U) The majority of the non-Commtmist states in Southeast. Asia have
enjoyed independence for three decades or less. All chose democrat it.:
institutions in one form or another at the beginning of their independence, but none have enjoyed complete peace <mu stability in the
classical sense since independence was gained. Intemal cleavage~ \iue
to ethnic, religious, and ideological differences coupled with \·ariation~
of the level of ~conomic development and modernization contribute.' tc
the fragility of the region's political and economic institutions <mJ
provide fertile ground for stimulating and exacerbating l.Illrest in each
state in the region. Domestic political instability results in c:ivi l
disorders, coups, insurgencies or in.c;urrections that make the rcgio:1
highly susceptible to pressure from external powers. foT most of
Southeast Asia, meeting the dual requirenents of poli
~tah-i :.i ::and economic development remains difficult, even tvi th external deVL';
mental aid and security assistance.

(ll) Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore nrc of partio1lar i n~:o!·~:~p,-(_ • ,~
the United States because of the strategic \lalacca-Singapore "tr:;ir:.
a choke point in- the most direct maritime route between the Northl!n:
Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean (Refer to Map, Figure 1). In the
foll0\<1ing sections, each of these countries is d.i$CIL"i:-cd in more
detail, specifically with regard to US interests, social-politic:a1
economic trends, instability an<l insurgency trends <md activitL.:·s,
canabiJ..i4:.ies and 1imitations for internal/ external sccuri ty, ;md
external power influeaces.

*i\ustralia-New ::'..ealand-Uni ted States Scc...iri ty Trc;;
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lndonesi~~ (U)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/:NI11>) Socio-Political-Economic Trends. Although Indonesia has
achieved significant and sustained economic growth, the cotmtry still
faces enonnous problems of overpopulation, unenployment 1 lack of social
services and educational opporttmities, and widespread poverty in
rural areas. A large rnaiority of the population is engaged in subsistence agriculture with a per capita income tmder S200 in 1974. Three
percent of the population is Chinese; yet they exercise crucial influence on key sectors of the economy. The goverrunent, dominated by the
military, is strongly anti-Comm.mist and tightly controls and closely
monitors the cotmtry's secular and religious political parties. Military officers occupy positions in the legislature and cabinet, as well as
perfonning in such ftmctions as governors, mayors , village heads and
directors of state-owned enterprises under the concept of "Dual
Ftmction." Since the members of the military are strongly nationalistic
and anti-Comrmmist, they generally oppose a retun1 to a traditional
politic.al party system. Although there is considerable dissatisfaction
with thg political practices of the govcrnJOCnt, opposition groups
whidt include devout Muslims, the old nationalists and \\'cs tern intel lectuals ,are generally weak and divided and have not shown serious
signs of organizing a credible threat to the govcnuncnt . 1~
(~/~1:m)
The government does not be licve that. there is an extcraal
threat to Indonesia's security. Therefore, it rccogni:cs the need to
channel JTK>re national resources into economic development. There has
heen considerable economic progress, but economic grm\·th has been
generally offset by a high birth rate. ,\t the current rate of 2. 2 perccnt increase per year, the population of l:i2.1 million \-:ill douhle in

*Although Indonesia is an OPEC member, it did not part1c1pate in the
oil boycott following the Yorn Kippur h·ar of 1973.
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(bll1l1.4c 3.3lbVfl\

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/NPD) Insurgency. There is no active insurgency that directly
threatens effective government control in Indonesia. There are an
estimated 150 guerrillas of the Sarawak People's Guerrilla Force~
operating along the border between Indonesia's West Kalimantan state
and Malaysia's Sarawak state (Refer to Map, Figure 2). Less than 100
guerrillas are believed to operate on Indonesia's territory, but they
are kept on the defensive by goveITlJllent counterinsurgency efforts.
Close cooperation with Malaysian forces in joint operations and effective liaison and intelligence exchange have contributed to government
successes. The deployment of Anny troops in small> remote settlements
has also contributed to keeping the insurgents off balance and
essentially ineffective. Indonesia does not face a direct external
threat to its security, but internal economic and social problems
could have serious impact on its stability. 6

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(~/NE>).. The Indonesian Anned Forces consist of Anny, Navy. Air Force,
and Police
Although they have equal status, the Anny is the
dominant military organization that'insures political stability and
loyalty to the govenunent of President Suharto. They have no organi~ed
reserve force, but there exists a sizeable pool of fonncr active duty
personnel. The Mobile Brigade of the Indonesian State Police is well
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SECRET
organized and disciplined and assists rn maintaining internal security
tmd safeguarding the national borders. Plans call for the eventual
disbanding of this paramilitary force with the personnel being tran~
forrcd to Army units or to the Police. The only foreign military
prcscm:c in Indonesia is a small Australian a<lvb•ory contingent to
the Air forcc.9

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/NFD)
Socio-Poli ti cal- Economic Trends. Malaysia faces a mnnber of
problems tfiat rmJSt be solved; the most important is internal friction
caused by disproportionate balance of races in the colDltry (54 percent
Malay, 36 percent Chinese, 10 percent Indian). While the Chinese
coJTITllllity controls the distribution of wealtl1, efforts are currently
in progress by the Malay-controlled government to alter the socioeconanic situation in favor of the Malay majority. Barriers to integration arising from different ethnic and religious beliefs have not
been lowered to any appreciable degree. The risk of racial violence
and the breakdown of internal security could increase should pressures
on either the.Malya or the Chinese segments of the population reach
unacceptable levels.12

Government economic and social policies are directed to restructure society and help Malays progress faster. This program has two key
aspects: the New Economic Policy (NEP) and the general advancement of
Malay culture and educational opportllllities. The ultimate objectives
of the NEP are to eradicate poverty irrespective of race and to correct
the economic imbalance between the Malay and Chinese coJlillUnitics.
To
date, emphasis has been placed on the latter objectives, and there are
· gr.awing Chinese fears that their awn business opporttni ties will be
seriously eroded.13

-fG}-

Uieie is also Chinese concern at the changes being made in the
educational system. The government aims at giving priority to Malays
and to enforce wider use of Ma.lay as the official national language.
These policies spell further reduction in social position and opportunity for the Chinese. As in other aspects of its pro-Malay policy
the govemrrent will have to tread with extreme care to avoid seriously
alienating the Cninese community .14

-{q.

(£/~1~1J~
lhc present goveITUJent, under the leadership of Prime Minister
Datuk Hu..::;scin Onn, is moderate and has dealt firmly with corruption
and j.nsurgency. It also recognizes the need to meet Malay aspirations
while eofit'aining Chinese fears and maintaining peaceful intercorrm.mal
relations.IS During calendar year 1976, the National Front coalition
govenuncnt noved against two powerful political figures who threatened
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the authority of the federal govenurent; Chief Mi1uster :.ustapha
of Sabah in East Malaysia and Chief !'vtinister Idris of Sc langor in
peninsular Malaysia. Mustapha wa.;; critical of the exchange of uiplomatic missions with Peking and had talked of withdrawing Sabah from
Malaysia. Under govemrrcnt pres:mrc and by assignment of new ...:hicfs
of police and armed forces not controlled by him, Mus tapha res i gne<l
and his ability to manipulate events in Sabah was effectively <lininishcd.
Charges of corruption and malfeasance were brought against Idris whid1
led to his rerooval as Chief Minister and his expulsion from the United
Malay National Organization· (ill-NO) Party.*
(S/:NHJ) The Prime !'vtinister is straightforward, strongly anti-Comnmist
and Western-oriented. Although the goverrurent has neither officially
nor publicly abandoned its policy of nonaligrurent and equidistance in
foreign affairs whid1 it has followed since the late 1960~, tacit
modification of its hope for early creation of a Southeast Asian :one
of peace, freedom and neutrality seems to have occurred. Al faough
neverofficially acknowledged, government policy has ~ved closer to the
views of Indonesia, its principal ally in the region~* and to the other
ASEA!'J states with the possible excepU~n of Thailand. This view is
that great power support of an ASEAN
zone of peace would probably not
be successful, or if successful, would not result in real enhancement
of the cotmtry's sec-urity and independence.16
(5/}'IR).}. Insurgency. The increased frequency and nature of terrorist
incidents in Malaysia have focused the attention of the Malaysian
government, as well as that of neighboring Singapore and Indonesia, on
the CoI111DJ11ist insurgency in peninsular Malaysia. The insurgency is
prirn:;ipally an etlmic Chinese phenomenon with the objective of establishing a Coomu.mist state comprising peninsular Malaysia and Singapore.
~ J:µghly success:ful British-led counterinsurgency effort (1948-1960)
virtually destroyed the Comrmmist Party of Malaya (CPM) and forced about
600 of jts rennants into jungle sanctuaries in Thailand. After years
of recn:H'-ting, reorganizing, and rebuilding an infrastructure the CPM
reenerged in 1968, when it dispatched cadres from its Thai sanctuaries
to the northern states of ~falaysia to revive old contacts and establish new bases (Refer to Map, Figure 3). The combined strength cf the
anned Communists, exclusive of clandcs tine support groups, is cons er
vativcly estimated at about 2400 -- 1700 in the original CPr-1, 300 mcmL,.:-rc

*On 18 May 1976, Idris was found guilty and :::::ent0nced to
imprisonment.

th'O

Yt'ars

** In December 1974 Malaysia and Indonesia sigi'1cd an agreement for
five year sccuri ty <leve lopmcnt program (1975-19'."9) .

<l

***Association of Southeast Asian Nations (,\SE;\\l) fonrcd in 1%7.
Member states include Indonesia, Malaysia, Th<Jiland, the Philippines
and Singapore.
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in CPM-RF, and 400 in the CPM-ML.* Close to thrc(>-fourths of the active
anred insurgents are ethnic Chinese, the remainder being ethnic Malay.
Of the identified armed insurgents the majority of the Malays (509 of
619) and nearly half of the Chinese (661 of 1416) are Thai nationals . 1 7
~

From the sanctuary of their Thai bases, the insurgt?nts have pem.•
trated deeper into Malaysia and increased the boldness of their attacks
during the past two years (1974-1975). r.bst incidents have been con·
centrated in the five northern states. The activity most worrisome to
the Malaysian government has been the increase of terrorisra in denselv
populated areas. This indicates more extensive and dedicated urban ·
clandestine support and consititutes the most recent major improvement
in Corrontn1ist capabilities.

-fS.l Although the economic position of the 'Malay population has improved,
the gap between the urban Malays and the rural poor is growing. Car.um.mi st
propaganda has accused the Maiay elite of corruption, greed, and an
"un-Islamic" lifestyle maintained at the expense of the poor Malay.
There .aFe r~ports of active recruiting of Malay ex-servicemen who are
discontented with their meager retirement benefits. The racial and
national composition of the Communist force may well reflect the local
job market and territorial location of the base camps than the success
of ideological appeal, but the presence of Communist Malays could enhance
access to Malay villages in ~ialaysia. The threat to the Malaysian governrrent would increase, if the Cft.i succeeded in expanding its appeal to
the Malay population of Malaysia.
--{:6/N.Hl).. Although the Comnn.mists are handicapped in total size and by

the lack of secure jtmgle bases within Malaysia, as long as the secure
sanctuaries 4-n Thailand remain, the Cft.t 100verent wi 11 never be
eliminated.* A bilateral agreement signed in Bangkok in Febniary 1976
con fi nns an older arrangement of cooperation on the Thai -Malaysian
border,: .- Li ttlc
accomplished in the field, since in rcali ty the Thai
military and police are more concerned with the Thai Cornrm.mis t Party
threat, the ~1uslim separatist moverent (especially in the south), and
general lawlessness than with L'IM groups whose activities arc targetc~
against Malaysia. Also, suspicion and nrutual distrust prevail at the
operational level -- the ·niai stLspect the Malaysians of assisting the
Muslim separatis~t movements and the Malaysians believe that Thai
security forces avoid contact with CPM groups .18
*Insurgent operations in Malaysia have been compet1 tive rather than
cooperative. There are two splinter groups that have broken away
from the CPM. They are a Marxist-Leninist (ML) faction and a
revolutionary fact ion (Rr).
**1\

similar situation occurred in RVN, Caimodia, and Laos.
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ll:J East i-lalavsia Sabah and Sarawak . I'hl' govcmroc-nt has long had
problems in its relations w1
Ea5t Malaysia. The two states have a
very different racial composition from that of peninsular Malaysia.
Indigenous and Chinese races predominate; Malays fonn only 3 percent of
the Sabah population an<l 18 percent of Sarawak's. Although the states
have been allowed a considerable degree of autonomy, the Malay minorities
control state politics causing interracial friction and errergence of
autocratic leadership which poses a potential challenge to ultimate
federal control. In Sabah the dictatorial hold
the fonner Chief
Minister has been weakened and threats of secession have receded.
Government control appears to be reestablished. In Sarawak, t.he
Communist insurgency, which became widespread during the early 1970's,
has been successfully brought under control, if not wholly suppressed,
and there seems no short-term threat of its revival. Less than 200
armed insurgents remain and they are kept on the defonsi ve by active
security operations. In contrast to peninsular Malaysia, close
cooperation, exchange of liaison and intelligence, and joint operations
with the Indonesians have contributed to the success in dealing with the
insurgents and bringing the situation under control.19

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

*A parallel may exist here to the CIDC Program in RVN, i.e., organizing
ethnic groups into effective units to support the govenuocmt.
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/?ffDt

I

I

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

l\uarn Lt.unpur is evidently Looking tor •qu1ck-tix' solutions that in
thcm.sc lvcs arc no guarantee of a more effective comteri nsurgcncy.
!Jr.less the field performance of both the Anny :.md Police improves, no
significant reduction in thP.
*x- level of the insurgenc\·
~
. will result from
seL-urity force operations.

I

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

I

(S/Nffl)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

I Tighter
border control and more effective col.U1terguerrilla operations, h~vever,
could preclude any significant resurgence of the Co11ununist terrorists
in Malaysia. This presumes that the Malaysian govenunent continues to
orchestrate its racial policies with sufficient finesse to preclude
alienating any single race, but particularly the Chinese, to the
degree 4-hat it would fully support the insurgents.
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

1..._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

____.

**Similar to approach taken in RV!\, .i.e., reaction t.o insurgents
instead of developing complete program for the long haul
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(b)(1 )1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/~IR>)
The UC:SR has not demonstrated any great desire to bccon~
materially involved with the Malaysian insurgency. Its po liq: ha<l l~t'en
one characterized by a proper business-! ikc state-to-state approach
emphasizing economic, cultural, and technical relations. There are
indications, however, that this policy is changing and Malaysia is
concerned over
ssible
netration of its ovc:rnmcnt and olitical
arties.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

to

es1res to increase 1ts oot lO
in: a a':su1
among Malaysia's three million Chinese.: 2
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The DRY does not appear to
support to the insurgency. It does
he concerned with internal problems
and soci.alization of Vietnam rather
Commtmist insurgency.

be involvC"d or providing material,

appear, h0\\1cver, that Hanoi ivill
associated with the consolidation
than support to the Malaysian

(S/>J'J.'D) The ASEAN nations have a vested interest in the maintenance of
Malaysian communal peace and none would profit in disturbing it.
Singapore recognizes that its well-being is bound up i,·ith ~lalavsian
stability and views the Malaysian insurg'
·
·

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S/?Jmj- Singapo.re

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

Socio-Political-Economic Trends (U). Singapore tas a considerable market for US prOducts and private investJOCnt and has developed
a ::;ucccssful and dynamic economy. Although the t.bincsc arc an ethnic
minority in Indonesia, and to a lesser extent a minority in ~·lalaysia,
they comprise approximately 75 percent of the population of Singapore.
The Chinese exercise political and economic control of Singapore, although
the Malays are indigenous to the islands. The internal political situation in Singapore remains stable and tmder finn control of the People's
Action Party (PAP) . Although the gove rrurent has made efforts in the
past year to bring fonvard new and younger blood into the cabinet, there
arC' in<hcations that the political leadership is grmdng away from the
electorate ac; a whole, leading to certain disenchant:Irent on the part of
the pcopl e. The govemm:mt is conccn1cd over the pote11t ially scriotL"
political instability an<l communist insurgency in Thailand and Mala;:~i.a.

~
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Prinx..' l\tinister Lee has sought to influence the ~lalaysi;m govcnurcnt tll
agree to joint cooperation to comhat Connnunist subvl'rsiun anJ instir~~L'm:y,
~uHl to alter its connnunal policies to give the Chinl'SL' conuntu1ity a
greater stake in the future. The diplomatic efforts have ad1ieved
limi te<l results to date. 25

-fbf- Insurgency.

Singapore has for many years been nm as a one-party
state by the PAP led by Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yeh·. There arc small
opposition parties, one of :..:hid1, the Barban So:::ialis, is C01mn.mi.;tdominated; but the opposition parties arc essentiallr inactiw and do
not offer any prospect of effective challenge to the PAP. The govcrn1rcnt maintains a stern attitude toward any opposition or cri.ticism.
There is a limited subversive threat from the Comrmmist Party of Malaya,
which has as its aim the establishment of a Peking-oriented state combining Singapore and peninsula Malaysia. Although the govcnunent
acknowledges that the Corrnnunists have made son-c prof_ress in infi ltr~1t ing
the anred forces and professional and colTITlcn:ial l·lasscs, the security
forces have been quick to detect and break up any µreparations for
subversive or terrorist activity.26

_,.,. '>uJT\I
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(b}(1}1.4c, 3.3(b}(6}

(b}(1}1.4c, 3.3(b}(6}

(C/Nr.IYI

I

(b)(1}1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b}(1}1.4c, 3.3(b}(6}

--'4-

The government appears to be principally conccnll'd \\.i. th the poss i bility of racial strife or terrorism spilling over from Malaysia.
Responsibility for internal security rests fonnally \,·ith the police
force and supporting vigilante corps although the Army would be used rn
the event of an extreme security problcm. 29

-'ct-

External Factors. Relations with Olina arc a delicate issue for
SingapQl"e.. Suspicious of Communism, the Prime Minister fears that the
presence of a Chinese Miss ion would complicate his efforts to create
a sense of national identity moong the Chinese population and that it
might be u.<;ed for subversive purposes. For these rc<L"-Ons, fonn:il
diplomatic ties have not been established. .-\tti tu.k·s toward the USSR
arc equally caut.iou...,. The two countries have <li]'Lomatic relation.~,
but Soviet attempts to extend their inf1uc:H.:c h~n:c not made much lwatli.\·a~· 30
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For this study, the insurgenL)' criteria listed in Figure 4 have
been selected to compare the Vietnam situation during the period 19541963 with the contemporary Malaysian situation. Certain criteria, such
a<; number of anned insurgents or acts of terror, lend theTILscl ves to
objective asscssrrent, but others, such as popular support, socioeconomic-political indicators, or effectiveness of goven1Illent progr;:uns,
are highly subjective. Items l through 7 are consi<lercJ to be <lesn·iptive indicators that provide the measure for the relative existence
and strength of an insurgency; items 8 through 10 arc the classical
indicators used to ncasure the degree of demand-output intJalance that
exists and contributes to deprivation and instability, while Items 11
and 12 are indicators which measure the government's capability to
deal with insurgent nnvements. Items 13 through 16 are exter.ial
factors which influence the government's, or other goverrunents'
capabilities to effectively deal with the problems at h~1d.
(?i/Nm)

Southeast Asian Surronary (U)

($/f)ll!Jl) The probability of an interstate conventional confliCt occurring
in the region is extremely low. Although there are historic interstate
rivalries (e.g., the Philippines and Malaysia conceniing Sabah), 11on~
arc considered intense enough to cause direct, all-out confrontation.
In addition, none of the less developed cotmtries appears to have the
independent power and diplomatic freedom of action necessary to give it
the option of pursuing an aggressive policy that would escalate a crises
into open warfare. Although all of the less developed, n6n-Conmmist
colD1tries are faced with varying degrees ::>f internal stress, three
likely internal low-intensity conflict situations which should be of
US concern insofar as prospects for regional stability are concerned
are: (1) the Malaysian insurgency, (2) the Thai insurgency, and (3)
the Philippines insurrection. The intensity of these conflicts and
their potential destabilizing influence on the region will be determined by the degree of internal instability created as a result of
socio-political-economic stress as well as external influences.
External influence could take the fonn of direct invo 1vement (e.g. ,
advisors; air, grotmd or naval combat l.D1its; etc), or indirect support
provided in vary.ing degrees (i.e., overtly in the case of aid provided
to established governments or covertly in the case of assistance given
to insurgent or irregular forces).
~

The Southeast Asian insurgents are generally fanned from small
and disc;.rete groups with an etlmic, religious, or Communist-inspired
base. There is no evidence that the Thai Corrnnl.D1ist in.o.:;urgents, either
in the north-northeast or the south, and the Malaysian ColTl1lUl1ist insurgents operating out of southern Thailand are centrally coordinated an<l
controlled. Further, evidence does not indicate that they have devC'lopcd to the extent that the established governments an.:' unahle to
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MALAYSIA

VIETNAM

(1954 - 1963)

1.

Presence of ArTted Insurgents

About 2500 - split into three groups (CPM, CPM-ML,
and C'M-RF) - - primarily ethnic Olinese. Less than
S pertent are Malaysian nationals.

Nearly 10,000 Viet Minh stayed behind
after 1954 -- also more infiltrated from
NVN - - never split into factions -- and
ethnic Vietnamese.

2.

Presence of Infrastructure

Effectively destroyed by British -- since 1968 have
been rebuilding but not extensive. ~st significant improvement appears in urban clandestine support to terrorists.

Never effectively destroyed by French
left over from Viet Minh and expanded
National Liberation Front (NLF).

3.

Popular Support to Insurgents

Does not have popular support -- probably because
admitted Corrmunist insurgency. Have not been toe.
soccessful in expanding its appeal to Malay
population.
:§;

Probably mJre anti-Diem than support to
NLF -- could characterize as apathy.

4.

Base Areas and Sanctuaries

5.

External Support and Ease
of Supply.

Very little evidence of third-country direct support because: (1) No contiguous border to a Comnunist (or hostile) country; (2) Supplies easy to
obtain by illegal means in Thailand; (3) fonnal
diplomatic r~lations with Olina ~ Soviets places
sane constramts on support to an insurgency.

Considerable support from North Vietnam
provided by Olina and the Soviets · - COlllllU·
nist country (North Vietnam) adjacent to
South Vietnam and neutrality of Laos and
Cambodia continually violated.

6.

Subversion - Terrorism Military Operations

Ch the increase; directed toward economic programs;
selective
assassinations; urban terror; ambushes
of Pol ice- Field Forces and A'fTJff -- 1 imi ted
primarily to northern Malaysia, but has extended
as far south as Kuala l..unqlur.

Selective
assassinations; ambushes;
agitation of religious groups and minority groups -- country-wide.

7.

Insurgent's Objective

Fonn a COOlll.lllist State of Malaya, to include
Singapore. Identified as Maoist insurgency
receive rhetorical support from Olina.

National Liberation Front; Fonn one State
of Vietnam; always a nationalist roovement;
never admitted Conrnunist movement; but
under control of North Vietnam.

8.

Economy

Diverse and export oriented -- but Chinese control
economics - - rural Malay neglected - · exploitable
issue for insurgents •

Principally agriculture -· few elites con·
trolled economy. Absentee land lordism and
lack of government land reform caused frus ·
tration. Great disparity in standard of
living ·• no attempts at distribution.

Considerable areas in South Vietnam and
Laos, Cambodia and North Vietnam -· There
was not coordinated effort to eliminate
United States recognized international
boundaries; North Vietnam did not.

Figure 4 (Insurgency Carq>arison)
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9.

10.

Social

Political

2:. Organization of Army

12.

Coordination/Effectiveness
of Cow1terinsurgency Effort

Divisions along ethnic lines -- Malay outnumber
Chinese - - many programs favor Malay over Chinese
exploitable issl!Je by insurgents since policies spell
reduction in soeial position and opportunity for
Chinese

Divisions along religious and influential
lines. Bclucational opportunities to rich
or influential only. Government repres ·
sive. "Montagnard" minority were impor·
tant geographically-· South Vietnam fail·
e<l to assimilate them into society.

Control by one-party (Malay) -- anti ·Cormrunis t · Success of government programs to eliminate poverty
and correct economic imbalance necessary to maintain
peaceful inter-corrmunal relations.

Diem (Catholic) -- one party rule
misuse of police and legal system
exploited by Viet Cong/NLF.

gross

Light Infantry -- Majority ethnic Malay -- require
Organized as conventional force oriented
improvements in COlllllO, weapons, logistics, techniques toward NortJ1 Vietnam invasion across 17th
and training and intelligence -- retains some exper- Parallel; illequipped and trained for
ience from successful British col.Dlterinsurgency
counterinsur~ency
miss ion - · not unti 1
effort. Operations against insurgents have been
1967·68 did improvement begin.
barely adequate.
Program to deal with insurgency exists ·- involves
civilians as well as military (mostly Malay). There
!s jealousy/lack of complete coordination between
Amr/ and Police Field Forces which have responsibility for internal security -- limits effectiveness.

A stop-gap effort -· did not mobilize

population to fullest extent. Suspicion
jealousy hindered coordinated military
effort. Operations often brutal and
violent, but did not provide security.
and

13.

External Counterinsurgency
Support.

United States provides civil programs (Peace Corps)-·
no military advisors, but provides foreign military
sales and some grant aid military training in United
States. Singapore, Indonesia and Australia con·
cemed - there is cooperation.

Primarily from United States ·· initially
advisors and Special Forces; from other
Southeast Asian nations (Thailand, the
Philippines) but not from illmediD.te neigh·
bors (Laos, Ciunbo<l ia}. United States did
not have counterinsurgency doctrine · economic programs generally failures.

1~.

:Ep:i.or.iatic Relations with
Corrrnun is t Ch i.na and the

Has

fornwl relations with each country ···therefore
maybe a prohibiting factor to legitimacy of
of Comunist Party of Malaysia.

South Vietnam did not have diplomatic
relations with major Conmunist powers.

l~.

·:rcaties or Alliances

Five Power Defense Agreement (Australia, New Zealand, None · only protocol state of the South·
United Kingdom, Singapore and Malaysia) -· Integrated east Asia Treaty Organization.
Air Defense System (!ADS), includes Australia, Singa·
pore, Malaysia and Australia has AF lDlits stationed
in Malaysia.
5-Year Mutual Security Pact between Malaysia and
Indonesia.

:·,

·:nitcd States Treaties/
Ai I ianccs m Area

United States - the Philippines
United States - South Korea
United States - Japan
Austni lia • New Zealand · Uni te<l States (A."iZUS)
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO)

5oviets.

Figure 4 (cont)
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the Philippines
South Korea
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Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO)
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cffcctivt·ly deal 1vi th the insurgencies. It mu.'>t lw recognized, hO\\·en'r,
that the seeds for instability, insurrection an<l civil war have been
sm.n in the form of insurgent groups and that with proper nutrition,
rcsul ting from inadequate government response to existing socio-politicaleconomic ills, can grow to ln1lTlanageable proportions. The strategy of
building a base of popular support by the u.c;e of local persuasion
combined with terrorist action is in evidence.
(U) 1he US military withdrawal from Indod1ina and subsequent Comm.mist
successes there appear to have stimulated the non-Communist nations of
Southeast Asia to undertake actions that will deal more effective lv
with the conditions that contribute to insurgencies.
·
(U) It appears that Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore will be concerned with maintaining internal stability by promoting social mobility
and the assimilation of minority groups by furthering econanic development and modernization programs. These programs will be intended to
promote national unity and legitimacy in the institutions of goverrurent.
i:SN~

Commtm.ism, . as an external or internal threat, will remain as a
disruptive influence .. although there is no evide'nc~ tD indicate that
materiel or personnel support is b~ing provided. Current infonnation
indicates that the continuance of S.ino-Soviet conpeti ti.on for influence
in Southeast Asia, coupled with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam's
preoccupation with its task of political reunification and socialization
at home, preclude outright external support to the insurgencies. Each
will continue' hc:Mever' to gain influence through open state-to-state
relations.
(S/~)
It appears that the trend toward one-party states with the
dominant party under the leadership of strongly anti-Conmunist military
or civilian elites will continue. Although authoritarian, such political
systems in less developed collll.tries are considered essential by leaders
if natl:ooal integration and political stability arc to be achieved.

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
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Figure 5

UNCLASSIFIED
(S) Africa South of the Sahara (U)
(U) Before Lmdertaking an assessment of southern Africa, it is
app:opriate to make some general statements concerning the under<lL'\"1..' LopC'd
regions that comprise the Third lforld. The L01dcrdcvelopcd regions L'f
the world, lacking cohesion and purpose, cannot be regarded as a pO\-.cr
center. The phrase "Third World" is deceptive, for what is being
described is a heterogeneous group of nations having different etJmic
origins, cultures, religions, languages, and colonial backgrounds. To
generalize at al 1, one would characterize the nations of the underdeveloped regions as military, bourgeois, a~d nationalistic. Communal,
racial, religious, and linguistic differences create divisiveness ci1at
tends to strengthen the cause for liberation movements as well as the
military's role in established gove~nts.
(U) The conflict potential in the tmderdeveloped areas of the world is
increasing. In a study by Johnson Research Associates, 175 cases of
possible limited war and insurgency between 1970 and 1990 seemed
sufficiently plausible to rrerit consideration by contingency planners.
Sane SO percent were insurgencies and 100re than 90 percent would fall
below the category of major interstate war. Analyses of conflicts
have detected a rising frequency of conflict. The greatest frequency
has· occurred among the poor nations; the vast majorit:y
have been low in intensity - - insurgencies , insurrections and coups .
(U) further analysis of developing potential trouble areas in Africa
suggests that these trends will continue. Nowhere is the impact of the
physical world felt lllJre strongly on the political world than in Africa.
The dissolution of the colonial empires has left a nunber of nationst.ates whose boundaries were arbitrarily created during the colonial
era without regard to tribal and cultural lID.ity. The various political
systems must fl.mction within limits imposed by poverty. The need for
economic assistance from the West and from the Soviet Union has created
a sort of neocolonialism that is resented b/ the Africans. The twin
mystiques of race and continent have produced a radicalism aJJX)ng certain leaders -- and Havana, as well as M:>scow, is attenpting to capitalize
on this. The lack of administrative competence in dealing with the
almost insurmountable internal problems is partly coJ1llensated for by
exploiting racialism as a Llllifying sentiment. Opposition to factionalism in any fonn has resulted in one-party govcmnents, civil strife
or out-right insurgency.
(U) The central, political fact about conteI!lJorary southern Africa has
been the ability of its white minorities to impose or peq;etuate their
rule over preponderant African majorities. The time frame between the
1960-1970s brought an a.'1ticlimatic end to a half century of legal,
non-white political protest in South Africa aid witnessed the supression
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of all African nationalist movements within South-1\c.st Africa, RhoJc~ia
and the Portuguese territories. Denied hope for nonviolent change,
African nationalists, where not wholly crushed, went un<lergrotmd to
organize, surfaced, and arc turning to insurgency goals and strategies.

-t5t- Thus, a combination of conflicting pressures that has been

buildinu0

for years is almost certainly leading southern Africa into a prolonged
period of instability. In southwestern Africa, there is newly independent Angola led by the Soviet and Cuban-backed Popular Movement for
the Liberation of Angola (MPLA). More than sufficient Soviet weaponry
coupled with an estimated 13,500 Cuban forces has created a militarY
power in Angola which was not envisioned a year ago.
·
-f81- Currently, there is a good chance that a substantial Soviet-Cuban

military presence will remain in Angola indefinitely to assist the MPU\
both with security problems and with the actual administration of the
country. The Soviet Union and Cuba have a potential base for providing
support to neighboring insurgent groups in Namibia (South-West Africa),
and also to insurgent organizations located in r-Dzambique but directed
against Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) (Refer to Map, Figure S).
~ Rhodesia (U)

(U) The white settlers of Rhodesia presently account for less than S
percent of the country's 63 million inhabitants. But they have con trolled the govelTUlent for over four decades and entrenched their
privileges through such legislation as a land apportionment act which
reserved mre than a third of the entire nation for white ownership. ln
1965, the white regime cut ties with Great Britain and unilaterally
declared sovereignty after London's refusal to grant independence unless
the white settlers accepted a formula for gradually broadening the
franchise that would guarantee a transition to "majority rule" -genuine political power for the black majority.
(U) One of the ioost clearcut expressions of the limits white Rhodesians
have placed on the black majority is the present constitution which
was approved by a reforendtDn in 1969. The House of Assenbly -- the
principal legislative body -- has 50 menbers elected by whites, 8 members
elected by a tiny minority of the black population who qualify for a
nUJCh restricted franchise, and 8 members who represent the traditional
tribal leaders. Representation for blacks meets the incane, property,
or education criteria for the franchise, but the present constitution
absolutely precludes a black majority in the legislature. ~st of the
Rhodesian white comnn.mity supports Prine Minister Ian Smith despite
amulat.i.ve pressures from international sanctions and a sinmer~ng insurgency that has necessitated extensive coLU1terinsurgency operations.
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US inte~dia:ry assistance is focusing primarily on fostering black
majority nile in order to divert a race war threatened by the leaders
of neighboring black Africa states. Indications are that despite
peace attempts by the United States and Great Britain, significant
racial issues remain. These issues are not likely to be abated by the
step-down of white power, but will more likely intensify.
(U) When accommodation is finally reached, the semblance of cooperation
among the Rhodesian black nationalist groups is likely to be on the
same tenuous scale as those factions in Angola who have spent more
energy compc ting among themsclves than fighting the Portuguese. Paralle 1ing the Angola episode, the solidarity of white Rhcx:lesians constrasts
with a divisiveness that is beginning to manifest itself amJng black
nationalists. This inclusive antagonism is hampering the nationalists
effort on a scale only slightly lower than Salisbury's manifold suppressive ~asures. Since the mid-1950's, five successive organizations have
claimed to speak for black Rhodesians in their struggle to supplant
white rule, but none has actually sunnounted the traditional ethnic
divisions of language and culture.
-fS+.. As military operations have decreased in Angola, the situation in

Rhodesia has intensified. Since December 1975, fighting along the
Rhodesian-Moza:nbique border has steadily increased with two major
nationalist groups attempting to liberate the blacks in Rhodesia. In
addition, Cuba is offering the insurgents military aid and assistance
and will probably centime its attempt to mdermine US peace efforts.
Due to lack of abili:tY to tmdennine US efforts in the mid-East, the
USSR has shifted emphasis to the Afro-Asian littoral, and. indications
are that the USSR will attempt, either directly or indirectly,
further encroachment into the region.
(U)

South Africa: Soweto (U)

(U) No area in South Africa currently exposes the reality of apartheid
IWre than Soweto. A vast conglomerate of boxed-up townships, Soweto
houses an official population of 650 ,000, but its probable population
of more than a million blacks is served by poor community services.
Streets are poorly lit and public transportation is crammed and expensive. With a high crime rate, Soweto is a concentrated complex of
frustration, anger and deprivation -- on the edge of, and constant
servant to, white Johannesburg's affluence.

(UJ The recent agitation appears to be spontaneous, but there is an
acknowledged link to demonstrators belonging to the South African Students
p.nvement {S.ASM) , of which some Soweto youths arc menbers. A link
further exists with
the South African Students Organization (SA.SO),
which is a radical black movcmont. It should be pointed out that
several SA.SO menbers have been on trial tn1der the Terrorism Act for
their part in a pro-Frclimo rally in Durban on behalf of agitating
for p.nzambique.
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(U) It is not clear how far the above organizations \\ere in..'>tI1..Uill..'ntal
in organizing th(' demonstrations, including ;1 hoy1..·ott tif Soi.·eto
schools bcG.IUSL' of ubcriminat ions L'lKOlllltcrcd thl'rc·. Thi:' 1.;i 11 llouhtkss emerge when sonc of the manv JctaineJ Jurin•• the n'i..::l'nt l.'.onf la"rat ions arc brought to trial. SASM appears to be lnvol H"d, a...: i;; SA-:;o - but present indications are that this is on a limited scale.
~

~

~

-(S) -lllamibia (Southwest Africa) (U)

(U) Namibia, the sparsely populated, former Gennan colony of SouthWest Africa, has for years been an object of contention between South
Africa and international organizations. The term "Namibia" (after the
Namib Desert) was given to the territory by the United >iations' General
A.'iscmbly which established a UN colIDcil to prepare it for independence
despite Pretoria's tmwillingness to relinquish control. Pretoria
acknowledges the international status of the region, but nevertheless
has rebuffed UN assertions of control. Administration bv South Africa
is virtually all-encompassing and Namibia is treated alnnst as a fifth
province of the Republic of South Africa ..
(U) South Africans regard Namibia as a substantial economic asset a~
well as a bufft'r, shielding the Republic from potential adversaries
to the north. Its uranium resources, located at the Rio Tinto Zinc
lmssing mine still being explored, are extensive.
(U) Since the mid-1960s, Pretoria has systematically extended to
Namibia the policy of separate development which was previously initiated
in South Africa proper. The demarcation of separate geographical
sectors for
Jll)St of the etluric groups, as well as the fostering of
more or less autonomous govenunental tmits for each group, has tended
to maintain not only the traditional cultural divisions but also the
extreme disparities in economic conditions. The Ovambo tribe -traditionally settled farmers -- comprises almost half of the territory
population. Although the whites comprise about 12 percent of the total
citizenry, the sector of Namibia that is reserved for white settlers
includes much of the better grazing land as well as most of the knONn
mineral deposits. Further, some of the smaller tribes, although
traditionally nomadic, have been restricted to homelands that are
virtually barren.
(U) Among Namibians, the most articulate opposition to separate
devc lopment has derived from the South-West African People's Organi zat ion (SWAPO) . This group, whose merrbership is predominantly Ovarroo,
wants Narnibia to have a mified, popularly elected govenuncnt. Largely
a..:; a result of its persistent inten1ational lobbying, SWAro is the
only Namibian nationalist group recognized by the UN or the Organization of African Unity (OAU). Sl~APO leaders who arc i:1 exile have
advocated violent revolt against the South African goveITllilent and
maintained a small guerrilla force in Zambia.
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(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(b)(1)1.4c. 3.3(b)(6)

recent speeches trom Havana, wars of national liberation are
to be fostered and rrention has been made of supporting the full,.......................__..,
tion of N
t e foTIIl o
· ·

(b) 1)1.4c, 3.3(bt(6jn

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)

(S)

Nigeria (U)

~

The significance of the most populous black Africa.ii nation, Nigeria,
should neither be overlooked nor mderestimated. Nigeria, which provides an estimated 20 percent of US exported oil needs and whid1 has
the largest Army in Africa south of the Sahara, is one of the most pOlverful nations in Africa. The attempted coup of 13 February 1976, whim
resulted in the death of Head of State Murtala Muhamned, ha.<; surfaced
ethnic and religious tensions. It is probable that political upheaval
could occur again in the near future mless the new leadership of LTG
Olusegan Obasanj o Wldertakes f&gressi ve action to quell rumors of an
insurrection and allay fears.
(U)

African Insurgency Development. CU)

(U) The goals of an insurgent struggle, whether it be a war of liberation against a colonial power or a revolutionary conflict to destroy
the mi.nod ty ruling class of a nominally independent gove:rmrent, involve
both the necessity to organize the masses to win battles in the field
and the need to establish and maintain political order in those areas
wrested fran the control of the central goveITUJent.
CTJ) The most ftmdairental divisions that arise over the issue of
political-military interaction revolve aro\Dld the matter of priorities
and the initiation of the struggle. One group of African leaders argues
that emphasis DllSt be placed on establishing a so\Dld popular base in

(b)(1)1.4c, 3.3(b)(6)
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order to facH i tatc successful military operation..-. !lw othc 1·
persuasion contend..;; that a vanguard of dedicated i nsurgcnts can, with a
few well-planned military operations, actually precipitate a revolutionary response from the populace despite their initial lack of political
invol vemcnt. Regardless of general preferences, both viehvoint..c:; concede
that political support and military success arc essential ingredients
Of a dynamic IOOVement.
(lJ) Emphasis on the political arm is the traditional ~larxist-Leninist
position, al though acceptance of this viC\v docs not necessarily make
one an African Communist. It ha::; long hccn a tcm't of Conum.mi::>t
revolutionary thought though that insurgency is difficult without a
revolutionary situation. The citizenry rrn.ist be aware of their deprivation, consciollc:; of their class status, convinced that violence is the
possible remedy, and that insurgency can succeed if supplied with the
proper leadership and organization. 1\n example of this rationale was
expressed in 1967 by the leader of the South African guerrilla organization called the African National Congress " ..• there does not ex.is t
a revolutionary situation in South Africa at the moment, a revolutionary
situation which is the essential precondition of an insurrection .•..
But there is the case in which conditions exist for the organization of
an a~d revolutionary struggle, extending over a period of years."*
TI1e prophesy is proving correct that South Africa is becoming ripe for
insurgency and certainly will be more so within the near future.
(U) In such a situation as in Soweto, South Africa, a premiun is placed
on pre.instruction, political education, and organization. Insurgent
leaders have made the masses conscious of their relative condition, and
11Dre importantly, made them cognizant that organized riots and insurgent
activities can improve their lives.
(U)
Indeed, African guerrilla leaders have carriC'd the message to the
peasantry before the outbreak of hostilities. In Guinea Bissau, the
insurget1t group PAIGC, in its successful campaign against the
Portuguese, carefully prepared the peasantry before the war. In the
Kwila rebellion in the Congo, the revolutionaries concentrated on the
ideological indoctrination of insurgents and the populace. In training
camps, recruits were given systematic instruction constantly relating to
the village. Trainees periodically retu111ed to local villages to
proselytize ancf to learn from the people.

*.Joe Matthews, "Fonvard to a People 1 s Democratic Republic of South
Africa, SEOLl\BA (London) 1, No. 9 (September 1967), as quoted in
Martin Tegass ick, ''The Consequences of African Guerrilla Activity
for South African's Relations With Her Nci ghbor~, African Studies
Assoc. Nov 67.
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ln MozambiqLC <luring thci r early stage for inJcpenJcnce, three
signposts or victories were apparent: first, the formation of a lilwration movement by in<lividuals disenchanted by the govemmcntal pol i.cr;
second, the unity of the educated an<l tmcducated nK1sses; :md thinl, rhc
emergence of a nationalistic spirit. With these three victori1..'S the
real fight for the independence for i-lozq.mbiquc began. Com·crsdy, ;1
new innovation in African guerrilla thought as seen by Regis !Jcbray,
the interpreter of Che GuevaraJis viewed in a <lifferent milieu. Ba~cd
on his Latin American exposure, insurgency movements mlLst be structured
so that the people arc not aware of guerrilla activities. Political
propaganda is unnecessary to win over a quiescent populace. The war
itself, the very reality of fighting on behalf of the people's interests,
serves political purposes. First of all, it is visible, tangihle
evidence that the regime is not invulnerable. The longer the fighting
continues, whether or not real victories arc registered, the better the
chances of convincing the masses that insurgent ,~·arfare can succeed.
Secondly, fighting is catalytic. It sets in motion a series of actions
and reactions that increase political consciousness, grievance, economic
dislocation, and governmental repression -- just what the insurgents
desire. Unwittingly, as in the case of Rhodesia, the govenuncnt in a
sense takes over the responsibility of radicalizing the masses.

(U) Thirdly, in what appears to be the operating methodology of the
Rhodesian Zin'babwe African National Union, insurgent operations are
designed to liberate enough territory to create an internal base area.
This would have the propaganda effect of denying the governn1mt forces
access to a segment of the population, as well as providing the insurgents with free access to them. If a liberated area is organized well,
it represents an object lesson to other peasants of what life· might be
like in, as in the case of Rhodesia, a black ruled nation. But this
course involves a high measure of risk because if hostilities are begun
too soon and are squelched by anti-insurgent forces, a negative object
lesson will be registered, making future efforts that much more difficult.
(U) By and large, current African insurgent movements would prefer to
begin with political organization primarily, although some behave as
though they prefer the second position. Each leader, as well, appears
aware of the political ramifications of successful military performan~e.
The mix is complicated, often implicit, and generally pragmatic, depending on the necessities of the day.

-fb-}
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(U)

External powers still find it expedient to intervene in Africa."'1
Into the next decade, the African states in general will continue to expouse nonaligrunent, but will receive assistance from third
parties in an attempt to settle their own problems. But the outlook is
for rore instability, coups and low intensity conflicts. ~reover, the
weaknesses of some regions offer further opportunities for penetration
by Cuban and Soviet influence.
a~fairs.

(U) On balance, a coroination of conflicting pressures which have been
building for years is almJst certainly leading southem Africa into a
period of prolonged instability. In the past 15 years the political
mp of Africa has changed beyond recognition. Such geographical names
as French and Spanish Guinea, British and Italian Sornaliland, the Belgian
Congo, the French Cameroons and others which setved as dependent
territories have disappeared from the map. But the price of selfdetermination has been high, often attained by force and third party
intervention leading to regional instability.

(U) A widening black-white schism in southern Africa is presenting the
US.SR, Cuba and the Chinese with opportunities (and arenas for competi-

tion) that they would find hard to resist in exploiting. In sudl a
situation, ·us relations with southern Africa will, in the foreseeable
future, be difficult and cooplex.
(U) The foregoing observations and analysis adunbrate certain possible
future developments. First, an intensified black-white conflict in
sub-Saharan Africa would inevitably be accanpa.nied by strenuous efforts
en the part of many black Africans to h111p the US in the white camp, a
mve whiJ;h the USSR and Cuba would encourage. Further, the l;llack-whi te
struggle and any insurgencies thereby engendered would also inevitably
be aired at great length in the UN forum, where passims would run
high and alm::>st certainly talce precedence over rational efforts to
reach s~ type of equitable resolution of the problem -- probably
without nuch success.
(U) The USSR, if it so decides, coupled with Cuba as the proxy force,
can bring greater resources to bear in southern Africa than China or
other third party states. Given this hypothesis, a substantial expansion of Soviet-Cl.ban involvement in, and influence over developnents in
this part of the world is a very real possibility over the next few
years. Further, in Soviet thought, preeminence is given to " ... eradication of the remnants of colonialism" by the forces of national liberation.
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Latin America

(U)

(U) The old order in Latin America is changing under social <lemand....:,
econanic distress, ideological calls for revolt, and terrorist viokncr·.
About one-third of the population lives in slums around cities and
another third resides in the hinterland outside of the money economy.
\Vi th the exception of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Costa Rica, and
possibly the Dominican RepubJ ic, the c;:ountrics arc ruled by one-party
oligarchies or conservative military rcgi~s. (This docs not take
into accolD1t the Dutch, British, and French territories.)
(U) Attempts at regional economic integration on the model of the
European Economic COJllilUility have not been conspicuously successful, and
the initial success of the Central American Common Market has slowed
considerably. Nationalism is on the rise, and many Latin.c; have viewed
the Alliance for Progress with distrust. There is resentment toward
the United States which has turned into terrorist acts against US
citizens and American interests. The reason given for the relatively
new phenomena is that some American corporations have extracted wealth
from the Caribbean and the South American region, thus depriving the
w.as.ses.

(U) The outlook for the near future (to 1980) is one of mounting
attacks by revolutionary movements against the various 'establishments.
In some areas, violent conflict coupled with increased terrorist acti vities may be expected to occur frequently. As the society fragments,
opportlD1ities will arise for extremist elements -- both right and left -to seize power.
(U) Unfortunately, there is no well-developed theory which suggests why
sc!OC! groups in the Caribbean and South .American regions choose to engage
in terrorist and insurgent activities. In Latin America, though, the
destabilizing effect of such groups can come about by the manifestations
of relative deprivation as well as the inequality of distribution of
land and incane, lack of political participation of the masses, the
shock of changing societies, etc. Insurgencies in the area may be
promulgated by recalling racial, religious, ethnic or linguistic
antagonisms within the society. These macro-level explanations should
then be linked to a brief discussion of the groups which are currently
attempting to articulate their grievances.

(U)
While most colD1tries in the Americas have active insurgent organizations, the leading organization presently is the JCR. This is the
name given to a coordinating group founded and dominated by the
Argentinian People's Revolutionary Anny (ERP). The JCR also includes
the Oiilean MoveJOOnt of the Revolutionary Left (MIR), the Uruguayan
Tupamaros (TIJPS) and the Bolivian National Liberati.on Front (EL1\I).
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Through the .JCR, the ERP hopes to unify Latln :\1111..'ric;.in "n'volut ion~11Y
r.10vcments." Over the years, the JCR has maint;;.ined cl0~c ti.C's \.;ith
Cuba to include Cuban training and material support for their act iv it ics.
Recent infonnation indicates that this coordinating gn'up of organi :ation:-:.
is continuing to expand its scope of operations and ipfl~nce in hath
Latin America and western Europe. Further, the relative instabili t\· of
several Latin American regimes coupled with the discrepancies between
the "have-and-the-have-nots" foster a discontent that i~ manifest in~
itself in the divisiveness whicl1 may lead to increased hostility i;1 thl~
area.
(U) Current US strategy toward the region centers on tKO basic features:
strengthening Brazil as a counterrevolutionary center and insulating
Latin insurgencies from spreading. The present Brazilian government
fears that in several years it may be surrounded hy hostile regimes in
Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia, and has adopted with strong US support,
a program for constructing strategic infrastructures consisting of
roads and comnn.mications facilities within its reroote frontiers. Increasing U5 economic aid has contributed to Brazil's surpassing of
Argentina as the continent's· leading economic power. Brazil is now
leading all its neighbors in-capital fonnation, growth in industrial
base, and progress toward modem comnercial institutions. Washington's
engagement in Brazil has read1ed an all-time high which is likely to
continue. Currently, the following insurgents in Brazil are operative,
their operations mostly in the fonn of kidnapping: ALN -Action for National Liberation; MR-8 -- Revolutionary M:>vement of the 8th;
VAR -- Palma.res -- Armed Revolutionary Vanguard. Though not a direct
military threat, in the long run the growth of Conmunis t political
influence poses a greater danger to Brazil and the Southern Hemisphere
than the insurgent rnili tary organizations.•
(U) Several conclusions can be drawn regarding current U5 policy in
Latin Alrerica. Primarily, the policy of drawing down conmi tmcnts i~
likely to be the dominant feature of long-tcnn US objectives in the
hemisphere, despite occasional alterations of emphasis. But the outer
limits of U5 interests have been tentatively outlined mainly in the
economic and conmercial areas. The US will continue to place a high
priority on economic stability and development, and contributions to
investioont and growth will come increasingly from private rather than
public sources. According:iy, Washington is likely to continue to deal
firmly with policies that are detrimental to these conmcrcial interests.
(U) For the first time, though, Latin Arrericans perceive threats to
national security that are neither 'Yankee imperialism' nor Soviet
expansionism. Many Latin Americans now visualize equally dangerou.-;
threats arising from their inmediate neighbors and are organizing
alliances and alignments for their protection.
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(U) But the employment of political alignments along iJcological lines
as a solution for local problems may have the adverse effect of polarizing the region into contending blocs with internal instabilitv Tlklllifested hy an increase in insurgent activity. It .i:; conCL'ivablc that
in the latter half of the decade, tensions among Latin Americans wi 11
actually increase to the point that the United States may feel compelled
to take sides for the protection of its interests. lntcnrention on the
scale of the US occupation of Nicaragua during the 19'.:~, wi 11 probably
not take place. But sporadic and possibly int.cn_..:;in· reengagement \\'.ith
al 1 the levers of influence may be required.
(U) Further, a particulary devisive issue is the Panama Canal (Refer
to Map, Figure 6) whid1 has divided Panama geographically for more than
half a century. Ellsworth Bunker, fonner US .Ambassador to Vietnam and
the rurrent American negotiator for a new treaty with Panama voiced
his view that in maintaining our present position with regard to the
Panama Canal, " ... we would have to do so in an increasingly hostile
atmosphere. In these circumstances, we would likely find ourselves
engaged in hostilities with an otheiwise friendly cotmtry -- a conflict
that, in my view the American people would not long accept." The
Panamanian riots of 1959, 1964, and September 1975 provide an ominous
suggestion of what could transpire if this volatile issue is not settled.
It is conceivable that radical Panamanian student groups will increase
the'tempo of their demonstrations, marching on the Zone, and forcing an
incident. This could lead to the multiplication of militant groups
and eventually to terrorist activity.31

lU) In June 1970, the National Defense Study Group for the AtlanticPacific Interoceanic Canal Study Coillllission concluded: ''The present
lock-canal could be closed by the use of relatively tmSophisticated
-weapons . . . . and this could be achieved with relative ease."
(U) G~n_eral Torrijos Herrera (who has governed since 1968), is aware
of the OID.al's importance to Panama, thus, a direct military confrontation is as lUllikely as government-sponsored sabotage. Nevertheless,
given an atmosphere of escalating violence, the probability of an
irrational act hy an extremist Panamanian group would be high. It's
also \.D'lcertain whether the current Panamanian leadership could control
or risk the government's survival by trying to contain -- a popular
ground swell.
(U) Washington's interest in Latin America, in general though, will
remain high, perhaps more so than in any other developing region. The
economic invo 1vemen t in the hemisphere, though importa.1 t , is not vital
to the United States. From a national serurity perspective, the most
important US interest is the preventing of any hostile po.~er encroachment in a region so dose to the United States.
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(lll 1:1.1h;1'·; forci~~n int11r:-.io11 as evidenced in :Hri1.::1, :1n· t;1ki11~: \'ll .111
:1ddcd pl'rspect ive in the C:1rihhean where it has hecn gaining grotuicl ,luc
to the trend towar<l terrorbt activity in Guyana, Jamaica :mJ Puerto

Rico. In Guyana, Cuba is e:-..1'anding ties with the Guyanese Prime Minister
and his ruling People's National Congress. The major danger is that
Guyana can be used as a springboard to subvert neighboring states. The
propensity for violence is heightened in Jmna.ica with evidence that leftist
members of the rnling People's National Party have been trained in Cuba for
insurgent activities. Terrorism has become the trademark of several Puerto
Rican revolutionary groups trained by Cuba. Attacks have not been 1 imitcd
to Puerto Rico proper; numerous banks, department s·tores and public buildings in the lklited States have also been subjected to attack. Foremost
among the terrorist movements in Puerto Rico is the Anned Forces of Puerto
Rican National Liberation (FALN) which was organized in Cuba in 1966. Its
members were then retu!lled to Puerto Rico and US cities to initiate an
underground campaign directed at obtaining support for the Puerto Rican
liberation movement. Cuba's relationship and support to the FAL!\ and other
terrorist groups is illustrated by its development of a separate department
to supervise the training, financing, and provision of support to such
organizations.
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